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+( 3 UNITED STA. _i

(~fj NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSIONi
, WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-4001

***
March 21, 1994

l

The Honorable Ron Klink
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-3804

Dear Congressman Klink:

This replies to your March 7 communication forwarding Mr. Walston
Chubb's letter to you.

As you know, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission was established,
at least in part, because of a Congressional perception that
there was a basic conflict of interest between the old Atomic
Energy Commission's dual roles of developing and promoting the
various uses of nuclear energy and, at the same time, regulating
them to protect the public health and safety.

Accordingly, the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 charged the
NRC with only one mission--assuring that, if nuclear energy is
used for civilian purposes in this country, there is reasonable
assurance that the public health and safety and the environment
are adequately protected.

The NRC does not have a regulation which says or suggests
" .that nuclear power plant accidents can cause prompt deaths. .

ten miles from the plant." Further, in a 1985 Policy Statement,
the Commission made it plain that existing nuclear power plants
pose no undue risk to public health and safety.

In the following year, the Commission issued a Policy Statement
on " Safety Goals for the Operations of Nuclear Power Plants."
The document focuses on the risks to the public from nuclear
power plant operation and its objective is to establish goals
that broadly define an acceptable level of radiological risk. I
am enclosing copies of both Policy Statements for your
information.

In addition, since tho'1979 Three Mile Island accident, the
Commission has sponsored an active program in research on severe
nuclear power plant accidents as part of a multi-faceted approach
to safety which also includes improved plant operations, human
factor considerations and probabilistic risk assessment. The
results of this work have been or may be used in modifying the
Commission's rules or policies in areas such as siting, emergency
planning and containment design.
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The Honorable Ron Klink -2-

I-hope that this information will be helpful in replying to
Mr. Chubb's letter and, as you requested, I am returning your
correspondence.

Sincerely,

}%7 $r
Dennis K. Rathbun, Director
Office of Congressional Affairs

'
Enclosures:
As stated
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POLICY STATEMENTS-
,

gives some guidance on what the Commission does provide is fairly straight forward and explicit pohey

Commission expects oflicensee fitness vague. The policy statement provides guidelines.The Atomic Energy Act

for duty programs, However.1 beheve little insight mto what the Commission confers broad authority for the

that the Commisston should have gone considers to be an adequate fitness for Commission to take prompt enforcement

further. duty program or what standard the staff action should any licensee facility, m

Instead merely issuing a policy is supposed to use as it monitors the the Commission's judgment. not be

statement the Commission should have progress of the industry over the next operated in a manner that protects the

promulgated a rule. The rule should be a eighteen months. public health and safety. A policy
relatively simple. nonprescriptive rule The Commission should work together statement, at this juncture. offers the
which would do two things. First, it with the industry to identify the quickest means to achieve the end we
would prohibit anyone who is unfit for essential elements of an adequate all desire.
duty from being permitted access to fitness for duty program. While the Dated at Washington. DC. this 3oth day of
vital areas of plants. Second,it would pohcy statement comments favorably I"I *Y
require licensees to have a program and upon the EEI guidelines developed by

procedures to ensure that no one who is the industry, those guidelines are For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

unfit for duty gains access to vital areas. optional, not mandatory.The utilities Lando W. Zech. ir.,

The Commission should then work with can. therefore. pick and choose among Chauman.

the mdustry to develop guidance on the vanous elements and decide
what are the essential elements of an whether to include them in their '
adequate fitness for duty program. There programs. Moreover, the eel guidelines Pub : e iss

are several reasons why I believe that themselves are quite generalin nature. M FR me
this would be a better approach- and are subject to varying Pubbshed 8/21/88

The most important reason for my interpretations. Absent further guidance Effective 8/4/86 i

preference for a rule and specific on what is an acceptable fitness for duty
'

10 CFR Part 50guidelines is that a rule is enforceable program, the utilities can and probably
white a pohey statement is not. With a will adopt widely differing approaches Safety Goals for the Operations ofrule the Commission would have a clear on such elements as chemical testing Nuclear Power Planta; Policy )basis for enforcement action in all cases and offsite drug use. Not all approaches Statement; Republication :in which a utility fails to estrblish and are likely to be acceptable.The
maintain an effective finess for duty Commission should not wait until18 IEditorial Note.-The following document )
program. The NRC has broad authority months from now, when all the utilities wu originally published at page 28044 m
under the Atomic Energy Act to take are supposed to have their programs in the issue of Monday. August 4.19tG lt is

being republished in its entirety, withenforcement action by issuing an order place, to let the industry know whether c rrecti ns. at the request of the agencv]should there be an immediate threat t b Comminim p 4 ht sey
public health and safety. The have done.The Commission and the

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory
Commission would also be able to take C
enforcement action if it could tie a

industry ought to decide now which oIIcy statement.Ac
specific safety problem to a lapse in the elements are absolutely essential to an

hcensee's fitness for duty program. adequate program, and then everyone SUMMARY:This policy statement focuses
However, the Commissien is unlikely to will be workms from a common base of on the risks to the public from nuclear
be able to do so. For example,if a understanding. power plant operation. lts objective is to
maintenance worker makes a mistake in The Commission and the industry establish goals that broadly defme an
assembling safety equipment because he should also establish the specific criteria acceptable level of radiological risk. In
is under the influence of drugs or alcohol against which individuallicensee developing the policy statement, the
and equipment later malfunctions, it is programs will be evaluated so that the NRC sponsored two public workshops
unlikely that the true cause of the ground rules for evaluating programs during 1981, obtained public comments
mistake would be discovered. In fact. and for monitoring progress will be in and held four public meetings during
the problem would most likely be place before the 18 month monitoring 1982. conducted a 2-year evaluation I

attnbuted to some defect in the worker's period begins. Absent such guidelines,it during 1983 to 1965. and received the I
training. Further waiting until a specific is difficult to see how INPO and NRC views ofits Advisory Committee on |
safety problem surfaces or an immediate staff reviews of these programs will Reactor Safeguards.
threat occurs and then trying to correct provide any meaningfulinsights as to The Commission hus established two ,

the fitness for duty program after the their adequacy. qualitative safety goals which are |

Thus, to ensure enforceability, to set supported by two quantitative
censee have e ective tn or duty

the ground rules in advance and to objectives.These two supporting

borcem nt a thority oes not provide ensure that all utilities meet at least a objectives are based on the p meipleTh ral

minimum set of standards. I believe the that nuclear risks should not e ,a
h flexibility to deal with

us with enoubtness for duty problems inComminion should issued a rule and significant addition to other societa
all potential nsks.The Commission want to ma e
a timely manner. Absent a specific should establish guidance. in

clear that no death attributa e to
event. it would not allow us to do much cooperation with the industry, on just an operat1on e;erof anything if a licensee simply has not exactly what are the essential elements ycl{{pogerp ) ,,, ,,
developed or implemented an adequate of a fitness for cuty program. Commission would regard it as a routine
program.This policy statement The additionalviews of the or permissible event.The Commission is
represents a cont!nuation of the reactive Commission follom discussing acceptable risks. not
approach to regulation which has so The Commluion does not share acceptable deaths.
often failed in the past. Commissioner Asselstine's great * The qualifotive safetygoals are as

A second reason for my preference for concern about the legally non-binding foljow,.
a rule with minimum guidelines is that character of the policy statement per se. -Individual members of the pub;ic

'

the policy statement is too amorphous. The Commission's hands are not tied if should be provided a level ofEs en the " specific" guidance the it finds inadequate compliance with
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protection from the consequences of understanding of the regulatory critena nuclear power plant operation. While
nuclear power plant operation such that the NRC applies, and pubhc this policy statement includes the nsks
that individuals bear no significant confidence in the safety of operating of normal operation. as well as j
additional risk to life and health. plants. This statement of NRC safety accidents. the Commission believes that '

-Societal nsks to life and health from Pol 2cy eApresses the Commission's ' because of compliance with Federal
nuclear power plant operation should views on the level of risks to public Radiation Council (FRC) guidance. [40
be comparable to or less then the health and safety that the industry CFR Part 190), and NRC's regulations (10

risks of generating electricity by should stnve for in its nuclear power CFR Part 20 arid Appendix ! to Part 50).

viable competing technologies and plants. the riska from routine emissions are
This policy statement focuses on the small compared to the safety goals. I

should not be a significet addition to
nsks to the public from nuclear power Therefore, the Commission believes that |

other societal risks. plant operation.These are the nska from these risks need not be routinely
+ The following quantitative relesse of radioactive materials from the analyzed on a case-by-case basis in

objectnes are to be used in determining reactor to the environment from normal order to demonstrate conformance with
achievement of the above safety goals: operations as well as from accidents. the safety goals.
-The nsk to an average individualin The Commission will refer to these nsks B. Deve/cpment of this Statement o'

the vicinity of a nuclear power plant as the risks of nuclear power plant Sofety Pohey
of prompt fatalities that might result operation. The risks from the nuclear '

from reactor accidents should not fuel cycle are not in-luded in the safety in developing the policy statement.
exceed one tenth of one percent (0.1 goals. the Commission solicited and benefited
percent) of the sum of prompt fatality These fuel cycle riska ha se been from the information and suggestions
risks resulting from other accidents to considered in their own right and provided by workshop discussions.
which members of the U.S. population determined to be quite small.They will NRC-sponsored workshops were held inare generally exposed. continue to receive careful Palo Alto. California, on Aprill-3,1981-The nsk to the population in the area consideration. The possible effects of and in Harpers Ferry, West Virginia. onnear a nuclear power plant of cancer sabotage or diversion of nuclear July 23-24.1981. The first workshopfatalities that might result from material are also not presently included addressed general issues involved innuclear power plant operanon should in the safety goals. At present there is developing safety goals. The secondnot exceed one tenth of one percent no basis on which to provide a measure workshop focused on a discussion paper(0.1 percent) of the sum of cancer of risk on these matters. It is the which presented roposed safety goals,fatality noks resulting frum all other Commission's intention that everythin8 Both workshops featured discussions
ca uses. that is needed will be done to keep among knowledgeable persons drawn

ErrscTivt DATE: August 4.1906. these types of risks at their present very from industry, public interest groups.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: low level; and it is the Commission's universities, and elsewhere, who
Mernli Taylor, Regional Operations and expectation that efforts on this point represented a broad range of
Generic Requirements Staff. Office of will continue to be successftil. With perspectives and disciplines.
the Executive Director for Operations. these exceptions. it is the Commission's
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, intent that the riske from all the various The NRC Office of Policy Evaluation

Wa shington, DC 20555. Telephone (301/ initiating mechanisms be taken into submitted to the Commission for its
492-4356), account to the best of the capability of consideration a Discussion Paper on

current evaluation techniques, a y a o. a s

MUPPLEMENTARY INFORM ATIOrc The,sfollowmg presents the Commission In the evaluation of nuclear power goal .. port in July 1982.Final Policy Statement on Safety Goals plant operation, the staff considers
for the Operation of Nuclear Power several types of releases. Current NRC The Commission also took into

consideration the comments andPlants: practice addresses the risks to the
I. Introduction public resulting from operating nuclear suggestions received from the public in

power plants. Before a nuclear power response to the proposed Policy
A. Purpose and Scop 8 plant is licensed to operate. NRC Statement on " Safety Goals for Nuclear

In its response to the prepares an environmentalimpact Power Plants." published on February

recommendations of the President's assessment which include 8 an 17,1982 (47 FR 7023). Following public

Commission on the Accident at Three evaluation of the radiologicalimpacts of comment, a revised Policy Statem t

Mile Island. the Nuclear Re story routine operation of the plant and was issued on March 14,1983 (48

Commission (NRC) stated t it was accidents on the population in the region 10772) and a 2. year evaluation period

" prepared to move forward with an around the plant sits. The assessment began.

explicit policy statement on safety undergoes public comment and may be The Commission used the staff report
philosophy and the role of safety <.ost extensively probed in adjudicatory and its recemmendations that resulted
tradeoffs in the NRC safety decisions." hearings. For all plants licensed to from the 2 year evaluation of safety
This policy statement isL the result. operate. NRC has found that there will goals in developing this final Policy

Current regulatory practices are be no measurable radiologicalimpact on Statement. Additionally, the
believed to ensure that the basic any member of the public from routine Commission had benefit of further
statutory requirement. adequate operation of the plant. (Reference: NRC comments from its Advisory Committee
protection of the public. is met. staff calculations of radiologicalimpact on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) and by
Nevertheless, current practices could be on humans contained in Final senior NRC management,
improved to provide a better means for Environmental Statements for specific Based on the results of this
testing the adequacy of and need for nuclear power plants: e.g NUREG-0779. Information. the Commission has
current and proposed regulatory NUREG-0812. and NUREG-0854.) determined that the qualitative safety
requirements. The Commission believes The objective of the Commission's goals will remain unchanged from its
that such improvement could lead to a policy statement is to establish goals March 1983 revised policy statement,
rnere coherent and consistent regulation that broadly define an acceptable level and the Commission adopts these as its
of nuclear power plants. a more of radiological risk that might be safety goals for the operation of nuclear
predictable regulatory process, a public imposed on the public as a result of power plants.

April 30,1992 PS.P R.52
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II. Qualitative Safety Goals to continue to pursue a regulatory Commission would regard it as a routine
pr gram that has as its objective or permissible event. We are discussina

The Commission has decided to adopt providing reasonable assurance, while acceptable nsks. not acceptable deaths.
quahtative safety goals that are giving appropriate consideration to the in any fatal accident. a course of
supported by quantitative health effects uncertainties involved that a severe conduct posing an acceptable risk at one'

objectives or use m the regulatory core damage accident will not occur at a mument results in an unacceptable
decisioninaking process. The U.S. nuclear power plant- death moments later.This is true
Commission first qualitative safety

111. Quantitative Objectives Used To whether one speaks of drivmg.s

pool is that the risk from nuclear power Gauge Achievement of The Safety Goals swimming, flymg or generating ,

plant operation should not be a
fe't

" "
synificant contnbutor to a person's risk A. General Considerations t po s a e lcul le r to
of acudental death or injury. The intent The quantitative health effects society and to individuals. Some of

biectives establish NRC guidance for tho:e who accept the risk (or at , part of
duIls Ifving or w king near

public protection which nuclear plant a society that accepts risk) do not
nuclear power plants should be able to designers and operators should strive to survive it. We intend that no such
go about their daily hves without special achieve. A key element in for:nulating a accidents will occur, but the possibihty <

Iroritern by virtue of their proximtty t qualitative safety goal whose cannot be entirely eliminated.
th se plants. Thus. the Commission s achievement is measured by Furthermore, individual and societal i

. quantitative health effects objectives is risks from nuclear power plants arefirst safety goalis-
Ind.ndaalmembers of thepublic . to understand both the strengths and generally estimated to be considerably

should be provided a level of pentection limitations of the techniques by which less than the risk that society is now )
from the consequences ofnuc/carpower one judges whether the qualitative exposed to from each of the other

'

plant operation such that indisiduals safety goal has been met. activities mentioned above.
Lear no sgnificant additionalrisk to hfe A M*i*' "''P *'**'d In th* C. Health Effects-Prompt and LatentI :
and bealth. d,nelopment and refinement of accident Cancer Mortality Riska 4

Even though protection of individual nsk quantification was taken in the :

members of the public inherently Reactor Safety Study (WASH-1400) The Commission has decided to adopt !

provides substantial societal protection, completed in 1975.The objective of the the following two health effects as the !

the Commission also decided that a limit Study was "to try to reach some quantitative objectives concerning 1

should be placed on the societal risks meaningful conclusions about the risk of mortality risks to be used in determining j

posed by nuclear power plant operation. nuclear accidents." The Study did not achievement of the qualitative safety
'

The Commission also believes that the directly address the question of what goals-
risks of nuclear power plant operation level of risk from nuclear accidents was * The risk to an average individual /n i

should be comparable to or less than the acceptable, the sicinity of a nueleorpowerplant of 1

nsks from other viable means of Since the completion of the Reactor prompt fatalities that might result from |
generating the same quantity of Safety Study, further progress in reactor accidents should not exceed i

electrical energy. Thus, the developing probabilistic risk assessment one. tenth of one percent (0.1 percent) of
Commission a second safety goal is~ and in accumulating relevant data has the sum ofpromptfatality risks i

Societal risks to life and health from led 1o a recognition that it is feasible to resultingfrom other accidents to which
nuclearpowerplant operation should be begin to use quantitative safety members of the U.S. population are
comparable to or less than the risks of objectives for limited purposes. generolly exposed. j

Scnerating electricity by viable 110 wever,because of the sizable * The risk to the population in the
competing technologies and should not uncertainties still present in the methods area near a nuclearpowerplant of
be a signiftcont addition to other and the gaps in the data bese-<ssential cancerfatalities that might resultfrom
societalrisks elementa needed to gauge whether the nuclearpowerplant operation should

!

The broad spectrum of expert opinion objectives have been achieved-the not exceed one-tenth of one percent (0.1
on the risks posed by electrical quantitative objectives should be percent)of the sum of cancerfatality
generation by coal and the absence of viewed as siming points or numerical risks resulting from all other causes. |
authoritative data make it impractical to benchmarks of performance. In The Commission believes that this i

'

calibrate nuclear safety goals by particular, because of the present ratio of 0.1 percent appropriately reflects
comparing them with coal risks based limitations in the state of the art of both of the qualitative goals-to provide
on what we know today. However, th* quantitatively estimating risks. the that ind viduals and society bear no
Commission has established the quantitative health effects objectives are significant additional risk. However, this
quantitative health effects objectives in not a substitute for existing regulations. does not necessarily mean that an
such a way that nuclear risks are not a The Commission recognizes the additional risk that exceeds 0.1 percent
significant addition to other societal importance of mitigating the would by itself constitute a significant
risks- consequences of a core melt accident additional risk.The 0.1 percent ratio to

Severe core damage accidents can and continun to emphasize featurn other risks is low enough to support an
lead to more serious accidents with the such as containment, siting in less expectation that people living or
potential for hie. threatening offsite populated areas, and emergency working near nuclear power plants
release of radiation. for evacuation of planning as integral parts of the defense- would have no special concern due to
members of the pubhc. and for in depth concept associated with its the plant's proximity,
contamination of public property. Apart accident prevention and mitigation The average individualin the vicinity
from their health and safety philosophy. of the plant is defined as the average
consequences, severe core damage individual biologically (in terms of see
accidents can erode public confidence in B. Quant /tative Rhk Objectives and other risk factors) and locationally
the safety of nuclear power and canlecd The Commission wants to make clear who resides within a mile from the plant
to further instability and at the beginning of this section that no site boundary.This means that the '

unpredic. ability for the industry. in death attributable to nuclear power average individualis found by
order to avoid these adverse plant operation will ever be accumulating the estimated individual
consequences, the Commission intends " acceptable"in the sense that the
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aisks and divid ng by the number of protection. cince the risk to the people should a!so be reasonal4 botanad amtindividuals residmg in the vicinity of the beyond 10 rnus will be less than the supported through use of deterministicplant. nsk to the peope within 10 miles. argunients. In fnis way, judgements catt
, in applying the objective for

IV. Treatment of Uncertainties be made by the decisionmaker about the
individual nsk of prompt fatality. the de;;ree of confidence to be given to these
Commission has defined the vicinity as The Commission 16 aware that estimates ar.d assumptions. This is a
the area within 1 mile of the nuclear uncertainties are not caused by use of key part of the process of determinirg
power plant site boundary. since quantitative methodology in the degree of regulatory conservatism
calculations of the consequences of decisionmakmg but are merely that may be warranted for particular
major reactor accidents suggest that highlighted through use of the decisions. This defense.in. depth
individuals within a mile of the plant quantification process. Confidence in approach is expected to continue to
site boundary would generally be the use of probabilistic and risk

ensure the protection of public health
subject to the greatest risk of prornpt assessment techniques has steadily and safety,
death attributable to radiological improved since the time these were used

causes. If there are no individuals in the Reactor Safety Study In fact. V. Guidelines for Regulatory
residing within a mile of the plant through use of quantitative techniques. Implementation
boundary an indisidual should, for important uncertainties have been and
evaluation purposes, be assumed to continue to be brought into better focus The Commission appreses use of the

qualitative safety goals. including use of
reside 1 mile from the site boundary, and may even be reduced compared to the quantitauve health effects objectn es

In applying the objective for cancer those that would remain with sole
reliance n determmistic in the regulatory decicionmaking

fatalities as a population guideline for process. The Commission recognizes
individuals in the area near the plant. ',c

he Commiss nintends to ' ' * * * 8 * '* " E *8'
athe Commission has defineri the ' IU" *d'9"''Y I'' th hpopulation generally considered subject j"l for regulatory dec sio * *

to sigmh, cant risk as the population akin 8 ske
within 10 rniles of the plant site. The into account the potential uncertainties regarding changes to the regulations can

bulk of significant exposures of the that nist so that an estimate can be
be judged.1.lkewise, the safety goals
could be of benefit in the much more

population to radiation would be made on the confidence level to be difficult task of assessing whether** ' 'concentrated withia this distance, and 8xi8dag plants. dulgnd cmtmedCo s on has a opted t usethus this is the appropriate population of mean estimates for purposes of and operated to comply with past and
for comparison with cancer fatality risks implementing the quantitative objectives '"##'''''8" "*" "" '" '

with the intent of th'e safety goal policy.from all other causes. This cbjective of this safety goal policy (i.e., the
would ensure that the estimated mortality risk objectives). Use of the 1-I wever,in rder to do this, the staff
increase in the nsk of deisyed cancer
fatahties from all potential radiation mean estimates comports with the will require specific guidelines to use as

customary practices for cost. benefit a basis for determining whether a level
releases at a typical plant would be no analysa and it is the correct usage for of safety ascribed to a plant is
more than a small fraction of the year- purposes of the mortality risk c nsistent with the safety goal policy.
to-year normal variation in the expecwd comparisons. Use of mean estimates A8 8 8eparate matter, the Commission
cancer deaths ' am nonnuclear causes- does not however rescM the need to inter.de to review and approve guidsnee
Moreover, the pno.. * 4tality objective quantify (to the extent reasonable) and to the staff regarding such
for protecting individu mn. . . wily understand those important determinations. It la currently
provides even greater protectiou .u the uncertainties involved in the reactor envisioned that this guidance would
population as a whole.That is,if the accident risk predictions. A number of address matters such as plant
quantitiative objective for prcmpt uncertainties (e.g., thermal hydraulic performance guidelmes, mdicators for
fatality is met for individuals in the assumptions and the phenomenology of operational performance, and guidelines
immediate vicinity of the plant, the core-melt progression, fission product for conduct of cost benefit analyses,
cetimated risk of delayed cancer fatality release and transport, and containment This guidance would be derived from
to persons within 10 miles of the plant loads and performance) arise because of additional studies conducted by the stan
and beyond would generally be much a direct lack of severe accident and resulting in recommendations to the
lower than the quantitative objective for experience or knowledge of accident Commission.The guidance would be
cancer fatality. 'Itus, compliance with phenomenology along with data related based on the following general
the prompt fatality objective applied to to probability distributions. performance guideline which is
individuals close to the plant would In such a situation. It is necessary that proposed by the Commission for further
generally mean that the a ets proper attention be given not only to the staff examinatiors
estirnated societal risk would a range of uncertainty surrounding Consistent with the traditional
number of times lower than it would be probabilistic estimates, but also to the defense-in-depth oppmoch and the
if compliance with just the objective phenomenology that most influences the occident mitigation philosophy
applied to the population as a whole uncertainties. For this reason, sensitivity requiring reliableperformance of
were involved.The distance for studies should be performed to containment systems, the overallmeon
averaging the cancer fatality risk was determine those uncertainties most fre7uency of a /orge release cf
taken as 50 miles in the 1983 policy important to the probabilistic estimates. radioactive materio/s to the
statement. The change to to miles could The results of sensitivity of studies environmentfrom o reactor accident
be viewed to provide additional should be displayed showing, for should be less than f in 1.mo.000per
protection to individuals in the vicinity example, the range of variation together year of teoctor operation.
of the plant. although analyses indicate with the underlying science or To provide adequate protection of the
that this objective for cancar fatality engineering assumptions that dominate public health and safety, current NRC
will nat be the controlling one. it also this variation. Depending on the regulations require conservatism in
provides more representative societal decision needs, the probabilistic results design. construction, testing, operation
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unJ mamienance of nutlear power emrhasis to be given to accident compronm i N b s e it is an 6 c in e
plants A defense.in. depth approach has prevention and accident mitigation. that is conmter.t w.tn tne
iten mandated in order to prevent Such guidance is necessary to ensure recommendations of the Cen.mnsion's i

accidents from happening and to that the principle of defense-in. depth is chief saftty officer and our Director of

rmtiple their consequt:nces. Sitmg in maintained.The Commission's Advisory Research. and past urgings of the

less populeted areas is emphasized Committee on Reactor Safeguards has Advisory Committee on Reactor

Fu;thermore emergency response repeatedly urged the Commission to do Safeguards. Unfortunately, the

capabilities are mandated to provide so. As a step in that direction.1 offered Commission stopped short of adopting .

'

additional defensesn-depth protection for Commission consideration the this guideline as a performance

to the surroundmg populatiori. following containment performance objective in the pohcy statement. but I

These safety gnals and these criterion: am encouraged that the Commission is
willing at least to examir.e theimplementation guidehnes are not in ordar to assure a proper balance

meant as a substitute for NRC's between accident prevention and accident possibility of adopting it. Achieving such

regulations and do not reliese nuclear e,itig tion. the mean freauency of a standard coupled with the

power plant permittees and licensees containment failure in the es ent of a us ere containment performance objective

frcm complying with regulations. Nor core damtge accident should be less than 1 in Fiven abose would go a long way

are the safety goals and these 100 sesere core damage accidents toward ensunng that the operating

implementation guidelmes in and of Since the Chernobyl accident, the reactors successfully complete their
usefullives and that the nuclear option

themselves meant to serve as a sole nuclear industry has been trying to
basis for licensing decisions. However, distance itself from the Chernobyl remains a viable component of the

if pursuant to these guidelines, accident on the basis of the expected nation's energy mix.

information is developed that is performance of the containments around In addition to preferring adoption of

applicable to a particular licensing the U.S. power reactors. Unfortunately, this standard now,I also beheve the

decision. It may be considered as one the industry and the Commission are Commission needs to define a "large

factor in the hcensing decision. unwilling to commit to a level of release" of radioactive matenals.1
The additional views of Commissioner performance for the containments. would have defmed it as "a release that

Asselstine and the separate slews of The argument has been made that we would result in a whole body does of 5

Commissioner Bernthal are attached. do not know how to develop rem to an individuallocated at the site

Dated at Washington. DC. this 3Gth day of containment performance criteria boundary." This would be consistent

1 4 1986. (accident mitigation) because core with the epa's emergency planning

For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. meltdown phenomena and containment Protective Action Guidelines and with

1.ando W. Zech, lr, response thereto are very complex and the level proposed by the NRC staff for
involve substantial uncertainties. On the defining an Extraordinary Nuclear ;

Other hand to measure how close a Occurrence under the Price Anderson
'

Chmemon.

Addit.ional Views by Commissioner plant comes to the quantitative Act. In adopting such a definition, the
Asselstino on the Safety Goal Policy guidelines contained in th)s policy Commission would be saying that its

Statemeot statement and to perform analyses objective is to ensure that there is no

The commercial nuclear power required by the Cornmission's backfit more than a t in 1,000.000 chance per

industry started rather slowly and rule, one must perform just those kinds year that the public would have to be

cautiously in the early 1960's. By the late of analyses. ! find these positions
evacuated from the vicinity of a nuclear
reactor and that the waiver of defenses1960's and early 1970's the growth of the inconsistent.

mdustry reached a feverish pace. New The other argument against a provisions of the Price. Anderson Act

orders were coming in for regulatory containment performance criterion is would be invoked. ! believe this to be an

review on almost a weekly basis.The that such a standard would overspecify appropriate objective in ensuring that

result was the designs of the plants the safety goal. However, a containment there is no undue risk to the pubhc
outpaced operational experience and performance objective is an element of health and safety associated with

the development of safety standards. As ensuring that the principle of d:.fense.in. nuclear power,
experience was gained in operational depth is maintained. Since we cannot Cost Benefit Analyses
charactenstics and in safety reviews. rule out core meltdown accidents in the
safety standards were developed or foreseeable future, given the current I believe it is long overdue for the

modified with a general trend toward level of safety.1 believe it unwise not to Commission to decide the appropriate

stricter requirements.Thus. in the early establish an expectation on the way to conduct cost. benefit analyses.

1970's, the industry demanded to know performance of the final barrier to a The Commisalon's own regulations

"how safe is safe enough."In this Safety substantial release of radioactive require these snelyses, which play a .

Goal Policy Statement, the Commission materials to the environment, given a substantial role in the decisionmaking |

on whether to improve safety. Yet, the j
is reaching a first attempt at answering core meltdown. Commission continues to postpone J

the question. Much credit should go to General Performance Guideline addressing this fundamentalissue.
Chairman Palladino's efforts over the
past 5 years to develop this policy While I have previously supported an Future Reactors
statement.1 approve this policy objective of reducing the risks to an as
statement but believe it needs to go low as reasonably achievable level, the in my view, this safety goal policy |

further. There are four additional general performance guideline statement has been developed with a 1

aspects which should have been articulated in this policy (i.e.. ". . . the steady eye on the apparent level of

addressed by the policy statement. overall mean frequency of a large safety already achieved by most of

release of radioactive materials to the operating reactors. That level ha s been
Containment Performance environment from a reactor accident arrived at by a piecemeal approach to ,

' First. I believe the Commission should should be less than 1 in 1.000.000 per designing, constructing and upgrading of Ii
!

har developed a policy on the relative year of reactor operation.")is a suitable the plants over the years as experience

|
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was goned with the plants and a the Commission were to find 100 percent offsite consquences desers es careful
results of required research became confidence in some impervious thought. ls it reasonable that Zion and
available. Given the performance of the containment design, but ignored what Palo Verde. for example be assigned the
current generation of plants. I believe a was inside the containment. the pnmary same theoretical" standard person" risk.
safety goal for these p! ants is not good mandate would be satisfied. but in all even though they pose considerably !
enough for the future.This policy likelihood, the second would not. different risks for the U.S. population as I

statement should hase had a separate Consistent with the Commission's long- a whole7 As they stand, these 0.1 !
goal that would require substantially 6tanding defense in depth philosophy, percent goals do not explicitly include ,

better plants for the next generation. To both core. melt and containment population density considerations; a
'

argue that the level of safety achiesed performance enteria should therefore be power plant could be located in Central
by plant designs that are over 10 years clearly stated parts of the Commisuon's Park and still meet the Commission'sold is good enough for the next safety goals. . . quantitative offsite release standard,generation is to have little faith in the in short, this pudding lacks a theme.

I believe the Commission's standardsof engineers and in the Meanmgful assurance to the public:
.

ingenuitf for nuclear technology I would substantive guidance to the NRC staff:should preserve the important principle
kutentia

.

ave required the next generation of the regulatory path to the future for the that site-specific population density be
plants to be substantially safer than the industry-all these should be prosided quantitatively considered in formulating
currently operating plants. by plainly stating that, consistent with the Commission's societal risk objective:

Separate Views of Commissioner the Commission's " defense-in. depth" e.g., by requiring that for the entire U.S.. .

population, the risk of fatalinjury as aphilosophy:Bernthal on Safety Goals l>licy
(1) Severe core-damage accidents consequence of U.S. nuclear power plant

I do not disapprove of what has been should not be expected on averege, to operations should not exceed some
said in this policy statement. but too occur in the U.S. more than once in 100 appropriate specified fraction of the sum
much remains unsaid. The public is years: of the expected risk of fatality from all
understandably desirous of reassurance (2) Containment performance at other hazards to which members of the
since Chernobyl: the NRC staff needs nuclear power plants should be such U.S. population are generally exposed.
clear guidance to carry out its that severe accidents with substantial I am further concerned by the
responsibilities to assure public health offsite damages are not expected, on arbitrary nature of the 0.1 percent
and safety; the nuclear m, dustry needs to average, to occur in the U.S. more than incremental " societal" health riskplan for the future. All want and deserve once in 1,000 years; standard adopted by the Commission, ato see clear, unambiguous, practical (3) The goal for offsite consequences
safety objectives that provide the should be expected to be met after concept grounded in a purely subjective

Commission's answer to the question, conservative consideration of the assessment of what the public might
"How safe is safe enough7" at U.S. uncertainties associated with the accept.The Commiss. ion should q

nuclear power plants. The question estimated frequency of severe core, seriously consider a more rational i

remains unanswered, damage and the estimated mitigation standard, tied statistically to the !

It is unrealistic for the Commission to thereof by containment.: average variations in natural exposure
expect that society, for the foreseeable The term " substantial offsite to radiation from all other sources.
future, will judge nuclear power by the damages" would correspond to the Finally, as noted in its introductory
same standard as it does all other risks. Commission's legal definition of comments, the Commission long ago
The issue today is not so much " extraordinary nuclear occurrence." committed to " move forward with an
calculated risk: the issue is public " Conservative consideration of explicit policy statement on safety
acceptance and, consistent with the associated uncertainties" should offer at philosophy and the role of safety-cost
intent of Congress, preservation of the least 90 percent confidence (typical good tradeoffs in NRC safety decisions." ,

nuclear option. engineering judgment. ! would hope) While this policy statement may not be '

In these early decades of nuclear that the offsite release goalls met. very " explicit", as discussed above. it
power. TMI. style incidents must be The broad core-melt and offsite- contains nothing at all on the subject of
rendered so rare that we would expect release goals should be met "for the a safety-cost' tradeoffs in NRC safety
to recount such an event only to our average power plant": i.e.. for the decisions." For example. is $1.000 per
grandchildren. For today's population of aggregate of U.S. power plants.The person. rem an appropriate cost. benefit
reactors, that implies a probability for decision to fix or not to fix a specific standard for NRC regulatory action?
severe core damage of to-'per reactor plant would then depend on achieving While I have long argued that such
year, for the longer term,it implies "the goal for offsite consequences." As a fundamental decisions are more rightly
something better.1 see this as a practical matter. this offsite societal risk the responsibility of Congress, the NRC <

straightforward policy conclusion that objective would (and should) be staff continues to use its own ad-hoc
I

every newspaper editor la the country significantly dependent on site-specific judgment in lieu of either the
*

understands only too well. lf the population density. Commission or the Congress speaking to
Commission falls to set (and realize) this The absence of such explicit . the issueobjective, then the nuclear option will population density considerations in the In summary, while the Commissioncease to be credible before the end of Commission's 0.1 percent goals for has produced a document which is not I

i

the century. In other words. if TMI-style
events were to occur with 10-15 year in conflict with my broad philosophy in
regularity public acceptance of nuclear .0,"7pMM"[.Y.Ym'aNe7.N.*eore. such matters.1 doubt that the public
power would almost certainly fail. melt and contamment performance obiec'me-- expected a philosophical dissertation.

"ha'i clnth avms socruen insether. the however erudite. it is a inbute toAnd while the Commission's primary c"omminion ses pucm daae pn>nweisiny Chairman Palladino's efforts that thecharge is to protect public health and
safety, it is also the clear intent of E.$ .S Y t.n$ $ c YotEni .'']* Commission has come this far. But the

"

Congress that the Commission. if pnede reasonable assurance . . . thet . .ewre task remains unfinished.
possible, regulate in a way that co****s' *ccid* "dl not accu' '' * US-

nuclear power plant." thoush they may be ill-
preserves rather than jeopardizes the defined. can be read to be more strinsent thso the
nuclear option. So, for example,if the pisinly staied citierie suss-sted atme.
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ne Comminion relies upon several there is no genuine controey. Both of Nuclear Reactor Regulation" that was
factors in directing the Ucensing Soards those factors weigh in Isvor v e fMdmg published for comment on Aon) 13 1983
and. where appropriate. the staff to that any deficiencies between g re.ent (48 FR 10014). An advance notice of
consider carefully the applicability of licensee planning (which comp es with pr posed rulemaking. " Severe Accident
l 50-47(c)(1) for the limited period the Commission's pre CUARD Design Cntena. published on October
necessary to finallie a response to the intorpretation of to CFR 50.47(b)(121)

recent CUARD decision. Because the and future planning in gecordance with 2.1980 (45 FR 85474)is being withdrawn

Commissiun has not determined how,,or the finalinterpretation of planning by a notice published elsewhere in this
issue,

even whether. to define what constitutes standard Ib)(12) as a response to the
adequate arrangements for offsite CUARD decision. will not be safety POR FustTHsR INFORM ATION CONT ACT:

Individuals who have been exposed to significant for the biief penod in which Miller B. Spangler. Special Asststant for
dangerous levels of radiation. the it takes licensee to implement the final Policy Development. Division of
Commission beheves that untilit standard. Systems Integration. Office of Nuclear
provides further guidance on this matter, in addition. as a matter of equity, the Reactor Regulation. U.S. Nuclear
Uceming Boards (or. in uncontested Commission believes that Ucensing Regulatory Commission. Washington
rnatters, the staff) should first consider Boards (and, in uncontested ca ses, the D.C. 20555. Telephone: (301) 492-7305
the applicabihty of to CW $0E(c)(1) staff) could reasonably find that there suP9taastwTARY INFORMATioN:This
before considenna whether any are other compelling reasons" to avoid pol ey statement sets forth the
additional actions are required to delaying the licensees of those Comm saion s intentions for rulemakings
irnplement planning standard (b)(12) applicants who have complied with the and o er atory achons for
Such consideration is particularly Commission's pre-CUARD section
appropriate because the GUARD 50.47(b)(12) requirements. Where resolving sa ety issues related to reactor

decision leaves open the possibility that applicants have acted in good faith accidents more severe than design basis

rnodifiestion or reinterpretation of reliance on the Commission's prior accidents. The main focus of this

planning standard (b)(12) could result in interpretation of its own regulation, the statement is on decision procedures

a determination that no prior reasonableness of this good faith involving staff approval or, optionally,
arrangements need to be made for off. reliance indicates that it would be unfair Commission certification of new
site individuals for whom the to delay licensing while the Commission standard designs for nuclear power
consequences of a hypothetical accident completes its response to the CUARD plants. it also provides guidance on
are bmited to exposure to radiation. remand. decision and analytical procedures for

In considering the applicability of to Finally. lf Ucensing Boards find that the resolution of severe accident issues
CFR 50.47(c)(1), the Ucensing Boards

these factors adequately support the for other classes of future plants and for
(and,in uncontested cases. the staff) application of to CFR 50.47 c)(1), then existing plants (operating reactors and
should consider the uncertainty over the those Ucensing Boards cou d conclude plants under construction for which an
continued viabihty of the current that no hearings would be warranted. operating license has been apphed). |

meaning of the phrase "contammated Therefore. until the Commission Severe nuclear accidents are those in' "^ ' "
s1ts boards an which substantial damage is done to the'

phr e tre tly clude membe of et ss
reactor core whether or not there are

the offsite public exposed to high levels differently, the Ucensing Boards could

of radiation. the CUARD. court has reasonably find that any hearing serious offsite consequences. On

clearly left the Commission the regarding compliance with to CFR October 2.1980, the Commission issued

discrenon to " revisit' that definition in a 50.47(b)(12) shall be limited to issues an advance notice of proposed

fashion that could remove exposed which could have been heard before the rulemaking. " Severe Accident Design

individuals from the coverage of Court's decision in CUARD v.NRC Cnteria." that invited public comment
on long-term proposals for treatingplannmg standard (b)(12). Therefore. Dated at Washington. D.C. th6e 1sth day of
severe accident issues (45 FR 65474). By lUcensing Boards (and. in uncontested kiay, seas.
another notice published elsewhere in Icases the staff)may reasonably For the Commiulon.
this issue the Commission isconclude that no additional actions ggg

should be undertaken now on the withdrawing this advance notice of
Frew eMe Commm.a. proposed rulemaking.strength of the present interpretstion of

that term. This policy statement is a revision of
Moreover, the Commission bel. eves so nt32138 the " Proposed Commission Policy

that Ucensing Boards (and. in Pubnehed s/s/ss Statement on Severe Accidents and
uncontested ca ses. the staff) could Related Views on Nuclear Reactor

10 CFR Port 50reasonably find that any deficiency Regulation" published for public
f und c ing with a$g Policy Statement on Severs Reactor comment on April 13.1983 (48 FR 18014).*

d
standard (b)(12) is insignificant foe the Accidents Regarding Future Des 4ns Twenty.six letters of comment on the

purposes of to CFR 50.47(c)(1).nolow and Existing Plants proposed policy statement were
received. The nuclear industry generally

probabihty of accidents which might Aessocw Nuclear Regulatory supported the proposed policy statement
cause extensive radiation exposure Commission. and suggested several modifications.
danng the bnef penod necessary to
finahme a Commission response to Acnost Policy statement Much of the criticism of the proposed

policy statement by environmentalCUARD (as the San Onofre Ucensing
suaassAstt This statement describes the groups and other interested personsBoard found, the probabiht) of such an

accident is less than one in a milhon per Policy the Commission intends to use to focused on a perception of over-reliance
year of operation). and the slow resolve safety issues related to reactor on probabilistic risk assessment,
esolution of adverse reactions to accidenta more severe than design basis especially when coupled with the
overexposure to radiation are generie accidents. Its main focus is on the Commission's " Safety Coal
matters applicable te all plants and criteria and procedures the Commission Dev elopment Program" (48 FR 10772.
hcensing situations and over which intends to use to certify new designs for March 14.1983). The Pohey Staternent

nuclear power plants.This policy was revised as a result of these
statement is a revision of the " Proposed suggestions and criticisma as well as
Commission Policy Statement on Severe comments by the Advisory Committee
Accidents and Related Views on on Reactor Safeguards
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Many changes have already been needed. to ensure that there is no undue Statement is reprinted along with other
implerriented in existmg plants as a risk to public health and safety. In information and appendices that provide -

resuh of the TMl Action Plan (NUREG- implementmg such a systematic perspective on the development and
Orm and NUREG-0737).'information approach. plants under construction that implementation of this policy and how it
resullmg from NRC. and industry- have not yet received an Operating relates to other features of the Severe
sponsored research, and data anstna License will be treated essentially the Accident Program. A copy of NUREG-

,

'

from construction and operating same as the menner by which operating 1070 wdl be available for insfsection atexpenence. On the basis of currently reactors are dealt with. That is to say, a the Commission's Pubhc Document
as ailable information. the Commission plant-specific review of severe accident Room.1717 H Street NW., Washmgton.
condudes that eusting plants pose no vulnerabilities using this approach is not D.C. Copies of NUREG-1070 may be
undue nsk to pubbc health and safety considered to be necessary to determine purchased by calling (202) 275-2060 or
and sees no present basis for irnmediate adequate safety or comphance with (202) 275-2171 or by writmg to the
action on generic rulemaking or other NRC safety regulations urider the Superintendent of Documents. U.S.
regulatory changes for these planta Atomic Energy Act. or to be a necessary Government Printmg Office. P.O. Box
because of severt accident nsk.%e or routine part of an Operating !Jcense 37082. Washington. D.C. 20013-7082 or
Commission has ongomg nuclear safety reytew for this class of plants. the NationalTechnicallnformation
programs that include: the resolution of Regarding the decision process for Service. Department of Commerce. 5285
new and several other Unresolved certifymg a new standard plant design- Port Royal Road. Springfield. VA 22181
Safety lesues and Genenc Safety issues. an approach the Commission strongly policy statementthe Severe Accident Source Term encourages for future plants-the Pohey
Program: the Severe Accident Research Statement affirms the Commission's A. Introduction
Program; operstmg experience and data belief that a new design for a nuclear ne focus on seven accident issues inevaluation regardmg failure of certain power plant can be shown to be this Pohey Statement is prompted by theEngineered Safety Features and safety- acceptable for severe accident concerns staffs judgment that accidents of thisrelated equipment. human errors, and ifit meets the following entena and class, which are beyond the substantialother sources of abnormal events; and procedural requirements: coverage of design basis events.scrutiny by the Office ofInspection and * Demonstration of compliance with constitute the major risk to the publicEnforcement to monitor the quabty of the procedural requirements and criteria associated with radioactive releasesplant construction. operation. and of the current Commission regulations, from nuclear power plant accidents. Amamtenance. Should algnificant new including the Three Mile Island

fundamental ob}ective of thesafety information become available. requirements for new plants as reflected Commission's severe accident policy lafrom whates er source. to question the
in the CP Rule DO CR 50.34|f) 47 FR that the Comunisaica intends to take allconclusion of "no undue risk." then the 22a8); reasonable siepe to reduce the chances 1

technicalissues thus identified would be . Demonstration of technical of omarneos of a severe accident Iresolved by the NRC under its backfit resolution of all applicable Unresolved involving substantial damage to thepohey and other existing proceduns. Safety leeues and the medium and high- reactor coes and to antigate the |includmg the possibility of generic pdonty Generic Safety issues, includin8 consequences of such an accidentrulemakmg where this is justifiable. a special focus on assuring the should one occur.One important source of new reliability of decay best removal On Apnl 13.1983. the U.S. Nuclearinformation is the experience of NRC
and the nuclear industry with plant- systems and the reliability of both AC Regulatory Commission issued for
specific probabilistic risk assessments. and DC electrical supply systems: pub!!c comment a " Proposed
Each of these analyses. which provide a * Completion of a Pmbebilistic Risk Commission Policy Statement on Severe
detailed assessment of possible accident Assessment (PRA) and consideration of Accidents and Related Views on
scenanos, has exposed relatively unique the arven accident vulnenbihtin b Nuclear Reactor Regulation"(48 FR

vuinerabihtics to severe accidents. PRA exposa along with the insights 18014). The public comments have been |

Generally, the undesirable nsk from that it may add to the assurance of no reviewed, and. on the basis of further

thue unique festures has been reduced undue risk to public health and safety: study and consultation, the Commission

to an acceptsble level by low cost and is issuing the present Policy Statement

changes in procedures or minor design * Completion of a staff review of the as a guide to regulatory decision making
modifications. Acconfingly, when NRC design with a conclusion of safety on the treatment of severe accident
and industry interactions on severe acceptability using an appmsch that issues for existing and future nuclear ;

accident issues have pmgressed stnsees deterministic engineering reactors with special focus ons I

sufficiently to define the methods of analysis and fudgment complemented pmcedures for staff approval or. |

analysis, the Commission plans to by PRA. optionally, Commisalon certification of I

formulate an integrated systematic Custom designs that are vartettons of new standard plant designs.8
In line with its legislative mandate toapproach to an examination of each the present generation of LWRs will be ensure that nuclear power plants shouldnuclear power plant now operating or reviewed in future construction permit

under construction for possibly appucations under the guidelines em i,,, .a ,, ,y, osem ni, d usignificant risk contnbutors that might identified for approval or certification of e ermeerm var a n= sear p r piani wtus m
be plant specific and might be missed standard plant designs. weuan m i) w smen sope symm.,, r
absent a systemstic search. Following Because this policy statement is just U O N **d*"P"""*** "
the development of such an approach. one part of a larger program, including erw twwwd ret-enauber er e n eiendsedan analysis will be made of any plant the Severe Accident Research Program, damen. m. appbeene i b.ms affare.d is e Pecy
that has not yet undergone an for ruoMag wven accident issues the $Q*g*,ne at n
appropriate examination and cost- NRC atatf is publishing concurrently p ,

4,,,mi trDAl. or Dawn cemncen tDct. meffective changes will be made. if with this Pohey Statement a report on dags apprmia Ha, a PDA or FD A) would to
"NRC Policy on Puture Reactor Designa: laad foalatas th oae%=a er su mfr. r--

'Documems referveced in this Pohcy Statemen, Decisions on Severe Accident issues in "Q"d'dj j "'*g',a* g * g d iare avedoble for mopection at the NRCs Pubbe Nuclear Power Plant Regulation" be i= d by me caounwen renowms aDocument Room. Inf H Strut. NW. %askincess
D c, (NUREG-1070). In this report the Policy

run===,kas prece. dens and e..id nee be ca flenredto iner ia.a n
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pose no undue nsk to public health and commitment (NUREG-4660. Task !! D 8) (EPRI) on their " LWR standardized
safety, the Commission has examtned on degraded core accidents. currently Future Plant Design Evaluation
an extensive range of technicalissues referred to as severe nuclear reactor Program."
relati to severe accident risk that have accidents; it is assumed in this Policy Statement

e e a nc the accident at . To avoid unnecessary delays of that, over the next to to 15 years. utihty ig"eM pl to now uder construction; and commercialinterest in the United )implementation of nume To close out for now severe States will focus on advanced light l
modifications of plant design and accident issues for existing plants (those water reactors that involve i

regulatory proceduns as developed in operation and under construction) improvements but are esser.tially based j

through the 30 Action Plan (NUREC- without impoems further backfits unless on the technology that was !

0000 and NUREC-&U) and other this can be just2fied by new safety demonstrated in the design.
Commission deliberations. the ini rmati n; and, construction. and operation of more than |

Commission concludes (based on * To achieve improved stabihty and 100 of these plants in the United States. |current information and analyses) that predictability of reactor regulation m a nis policy should not be viewed as |
existing plants do not pose an undue manner that would merit improved prejudicial to more extensive changes in I
level of nsk to the public. On this basis
the Commission feels there is no need '

public confidence in our regulatory reactor designs that might be
decision making. demonstrated during or beyond that

for immediate act on on generic
rulemaking or other regulatory changes The policies presented in this time penod. Indeed. the Commission j

statement will lead to amendment of encourages the development and i
for these plants because of severe
accident nsk. However, the occurrence NRC regulations, standard review plans commercialization of any standard j

of a severe accident is more likely at f r licensing actions. or other decision designs that might reahze safety 1

aorne plants than at others. At each procedures and criteria as part of NRC's benefits, such as those achieved through

plant there will be systems components ong ing Severe Accident Program.nis greater simplicity: slower dynamic

or pmcedures that are the most pokey Statement makes allowance for response to upset conditions involving I

significant contributors to severe such changes as the result of the accident precursor events; passive heat

acctdent risk. no intent of this policy development of new safety information removal for loss-of-coolant accidents;

statement is to provide utilities with of significance for design and operating and other charactenstics that promote ,

basis for development of Commission pmcedes. mon efficient construction operation. |
and maintenance procedures to enhance

|guidance that will allow identification of in accordance with the activities, safety. reliability, and economy.
these contributors and development of views, and policy developments
the appropnate course of action. as discussed in this policy Statement. the B. PolicyfotNew Plant Applications
needed to assure acceptable margins of Commission believes that it is possible 1. Introduction
safety. In all cases, the commitment of to complete its ongoing reviews of new j

utility management to the pursuit of plant designs with an expectation of No new commercial nuclear reactors

excellence in risk management is of fully resolving the severe accident have been ordered in the United States

critical importance. De term "nsk questions in the course of the review. since December Isr78. However, the
Commission has received severalmanagement" includes accident This belief is predicated on the

prevention, accident management to availability of results from the ongoing applications for reference design !

curtail or retard its progression, and NRC, Industry Degraded Core approvals that are currently under

consequence mitigation to further limit Rulemaking Program (IDCOR), and review. A reference design is one of the

its effects on public health and safety, vendor research and insights from the options in the Commission's

The Commissmn plans to formulate an Zion, Indian Point. Umerick, and other standardization policy. When approved

approach for a systematic safety risk analyses.The review of standard by the NRC staff. a reference design

examination of existing plants to designs for future cps provides could be incorporated by reference in a

determine whether particular accident incentive to industry to address severe new CP application and, ultimately, in |

vulnerabilities are prescrit and what accident phenomena. Indeed. since July an Operating License (OL) application. |

cost effective changes are desirable to 1963, the staff has completed the During the corresponding CP and OL

ensure that there is no undue risk to reviews and has issued Rnal Design reviews. the NRC staff would not

public health and safety,in Approvals (FDAs) for two standard duplicate that portion of its review

implementing such a systematic designs (General Electne Company's encompassed by its reference design

approach, plants under construction that BWR/6 Nuclear Island Design, CESSAR approval. Therefore. even in the absence

have not yet received an Operating It and Combustion Engineering of new CP applications. in order to

License will be treated essentially the Incorporated's System 80 Design, provide guidelines for the current

same as the manner by which operating CESSAR). A severe accident review by reference design reviews, the

reactors are dealt with. Dat is to say, a the NRC staff of the CESSAR 11 design Commission has recognized the need to

plant. specific review of severe accident for forward referenceability is nearly pmmptly establish the critens by which

vulnerabilities using this approach is not complete.The review included new designs can be shown to be

considered to be necessary to determine assessment of alternative design acceptable in meeting severe accident
concerns. De Commission now believesadequate safety or compliance with changes for severe accident risk

NRC safety regulations under the reduction. In addition. the staff has been that there exists an adequate basis from

Atomic Energy Act, or to be a necessary involved with pretendering review of an which to establish an appropriate set of

or routine part of an Operating License application for Westinghouse Electric criteria.This beliefis supported by

review for this class of plants. Corporation's advanced pressurized current operating reactor experience,

ne main purposes of this Policy water reactor design RESAR-Sp/90. In ongoing severe accident research, rnd

Statement follow- January 1964. the NRC found the insights from a variety of risk ane!yses.
he resultant criteria and procedural

* To clarify the procedures and RESAR-SP/90 application for a
Pretirninary Design Approval acceptable requirements are listed below.

requirements forlicensing a new nuclear
for docketing and in May 1984 the .2. Cnteria and Procedural Requirementsplant;
[f (,",{gf,'u The Commission believes that a newbetwe hit and* To re-examme the need for the

design for a nuclear power plant (asgeneric rulemakmg proceeding the Electrte Power Research Institute
contemplated in the TMI Action Plan

PS PR 31 April 30,1992
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requirement may differ considerably designed to accommodate all of thewell as a proposed custom plant) can be from one review to another. In addition,
shown to be acceptable for severe hostile environments resulting from the

the hcusu is aquimd to ensure that complete spectrum of eevere accidents.accident concerns ifit meets the
following cnteria and procedural de intent of de ufety nquinments is they can contain a large fraction of the

accomplished durma procurement. radiologicalinventory from a portion of
a. Demonstration of compliance with e nstruction and operation. the spectrum of such severe accidents.

the procedural requirements and critena It is recogmzed that there are a For example, large, dry contamments
of the current Commission regulations. diversity of PRA methods. nese wdl may be sufficiently capable of mitigating
including the Three Mue Island continue to undergo evolutionary the consequences of a wide spectrum of
requirements for new plants as reflected development as the results of research core melt accidents; hence, further

in the CP Rule llo CFR 50M(f)):
programs and reliability data from requirements may be unnecessary or, at

b. Demonstration of technical operating reactors become available and most. upgrading current requirements to
resolution of all applicable Unresolved as mnovative uses of PRA in safety gain limited improvements of their
Safety Issues and the medium and high. decision contexts suggest better ways to existing capability may be necessary.

achieve the benefits of these methods ne Commission expects that theseprionty Generic Safety issues. including
a special focus on assunng the while guarding against their limitations matters will continue to be subjects for
reliability of decay heat removal or improper uses. While learnmg curves study (e g.,in the NRC research program
systems and the reliability of both AC of these kinds wdllikely continue for a and in further plant-specific studies such
and DC electrical supply systems: decade or more, it would nevertheless as the Zion and Indian Point

c. Completion of a Probabilistic Risk be constructive to consolidate this probabilistic risk euessments).
Assessment (PRA) and cotisideration of expenence at various stages of PRA Integrated systems analysis will be
the severe accident vulnerabilities the development and utilization. At the used to explore whether other
PRA exposes along with the insights pruent stage of dmiopment, a number containment types exhibit a functional
that it may add to the assurance of no of Positive uses of PRAs have been containment capability equivalent to
undue risk to pubhc health and safety; demonstrated, especially in identifying- that oflarge, dry containments.

,

and (1) Those contributors to servem Although containment strength is an
d. Completion of a staff review of the accident risk that are clearty dominant important feature to be considered in

and hence need to be examined for cost- such an analysis, credits should also bedesign with a conclusion of safety
effective risk reduction measures and [2] given to the inherent energy andacceptability using an approach that

stresses deterministic engineeri g those accident sequences that am radionuclide absorption capabilities of
analysis and judgment complemented dearly insignificant risk contributors the vadous designs as well as other
by PRA and can therefore be prudently design features that limit or control

demissed. Inhween cases am mm* combustible gases.ne fundamental criteria listed above
Problematic. It is c!sar that cote-melt accident

design. In s'ddrening criteria (b) and (c). Accordingly, within18 months of the evaluations and containment failure
,

|apply to the staff's review of any new

the applicant for approval or publication of this severe accident evaluations should continue to be
certification of a reference design shall statement, the staff willissue guidance performed for a representauve sample
consider a range of alternatives and n the form, purpose and role that PRAs of operating plants and plants under
combination of alternatives to address are to Play in severs accident analysis construction and for all future plant
the unresolved and generic safety luues and decision making for both existing designs. These studies should improve
and to search for cost. effective and future plant designs and what our understanding of the containment
reductions in the risk from severe minimum criteria of adequacy PRAs loading and failure charactenstics for
accidents. No cost benefit standani has should meet. From expedence to date,it the vanous classes of facilities.De .

is evident that PRAs could serve as e analyses should be as realistic ascurrently been certified by the
Comminion, although one has been highly useful toolin assessing the risk. possible and should include, where
proposed for trial use (NURECWa0, reduction potential and cost- appropriata, dynamic and static
Rev.1). Such a standard,if certified. efhettveness of a number oUmaginatin loadmgs from combustion of hydrogen
could serve as a surrogate, not only for design options for new plants in and other combustibles, static pressure
dollar costs and benefits of a decision comparison with design features of and ternperature loadings from steam I

option, but also for other adverse and exi8 ting plants.%e PRA guidance wiU and non.condensibles, basemat

beneficial effects (soft attributes) of
describe the appropriate combination of penettstion by core-melt materials, and

social significance that cannot readily deterministic and probabilistic effects on aerosols on engineered safety ;
considerstions as a basis for sevem features. A clarification of containmentbe quantified in commensurata units.
accident decisions.The following sectione explain in performance expectations will be made ,

more detail how these critaria an to be ne pr posed Comminion Policy including a decision on whether to |
Statement on Severe Accidents issued establish new performance cntena forapplied to the various types of reviews

that the staff may encounter. It is on Aphl 13, W mcognizes the need for containment systems and,if so, what -

intended that a new design would etnking a balance between accident these should be.
satisfy each of the fundamental criteria prevention and consequence mitigation- The Commission also recognizes the
listed above before final approval or In exploring the need for additional importance of such potential
certification. It is recognized, however, design or operational features in the contributors to severe accident risk as
that a new design can o through next generation of plants to mitigate the human performance and sabotage.The

3

different stages or leve a of approval e neequences f core-melt accidents. issues of both insider and outsider
the commission wdl strike a balance sabotage thnats will be carefullybefore receiving this final approval or

certification. For example, a reference between accident prevention and analyzed and. to the extent practicable,
design can obtain a Preliminary Design consequence mitigation encompassing will be emphasized as special
Approval (PDA) and then a Final Desagn actions that improve understanding of considerations in the design and m the

|
Approval (FDA). He unique containment building failure operating procedures developed for new l

circumstances of each design review characteristics and design features or plants. Likewise, the effectiveness of I
wdl. therefore. require flembility in the emergency actions that decrease the human performance will be emphastred
application of the criterta listed above, hkehhood of contatnment building in design and operating procedure |
In particular, the timing of the PRA ' failures. Although not specifically development. A balanced focus will be
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paid to the negative impact of human demonstrable progress in safety The use of PRA in a two step review
performance on severe accident risk as performance, including the reduction m process also raises a number of

well as its potentiaUy positive frequency of accident precursor events questions. Of particular concern is the
contribution to halting or limiting the as well as a riimminhed controversy timing of the PRA requirement because
consequences of severe accident among experts as to the adequacy of the completion of a comprehensive and
progression. Design features should be nuclear safety technology. detailed PRA may not be achievable in
emphasized that reduce the risk of early * Further progress in severe accident the absence of essentiauy complete and
containment failure, thus providing more nsk reduction is a hedge against the final detailed design information.
time for the positrve contributions of possibility that curreht risk estimates Derefore, to require a complete PRA at
operator performance in curtalling with their broad ranges of uncertainty the PDA stage would not be realistic.
severe accident consequences. Also, might unwittingly have been The Commission's recent experience,

design features should be given special optimistically biased. however, indicates that a substantial
Although the severe accident risk amount of design detail that would*

attention that serve to decrease the role
of human error in the sequence of events of an individual plant may be permit meaningful. limited, quantitative

leading to the initiation or aggravation acceptable in terms of its direct offsite risk analysis does exist at the PDA

of cure degradation. In particular, regional consequences for public health stage. Because the Commission believes

methods of analyals and associated data and safety, the aggregate probability that risk analysis of this type would be a

bases are under development by the (say over a 30. year period) that one useful design tool, the Commission

Commission's ongoing severe accident severe accident will occur in a large expects that it would be completed as

programs that will aid the analyses and population of reactors holds a separate part of the FDA apphcation process. A

corrective actions of both negative and and additive significance. Such an event complete risk analysis would not be a

positive human performance w uld yield adverse spillover prerequisite for issuance of a PDA.

contributions to severe accident nsk or consequences for innocent parties in Howmt,if this n,sk analysis is not
,

other regions (i.e nucleareriented performed in the PDA process, it willits alleviation.
utilities and their customers). not to nave to be provided as part of any CP

lt is noted that some of the severe mention a changed political application referenemg the design.
accident scenanos reeult in maigmhcant environment for nuclear regulation itself if the scope of the FDA refercnce

.

probabihty of offaite consequences, affecting resource costs and design application is limited to an extent
beccuse of containment effectiveness. In programmatic activities. that would preclude the completion of a
this situation, there may be no clear meaningful comprehensive PRA, the
basis for regulatory action because there 3. Application of Criteria for Different requirement for a complete PRA may be
is no substantial effect on public health Types of OL and CP Applications waived. However, the applicant should
or safety. However, the implementstion a. Application of Certificotion of still perform and submit supplementary
of requirements to control occupational Reference Designs with No Previous risk analysis. to the extent practical, to
exposure shoujd be considered along TDA. In accordance with the demonstrate the adequacy of the
with the relatively small effects on Commission's standardir.ation propoced design. If a comprehensive
public health and safety for these types regulations and policy, a new reference PRA is not submitted for an FDA a CP/
of severe accidents.The resolution of design can be submitted for approval. OL applicant referencing the approved
cost-benefit issues in severs accident first as a preliminary design and then as design would be required to submit a
decision making is part of the NRC's final design. Correspondingly, the staff plant specific PRA. For standard design
Safety Coal Evaluation Program, willissue a Preliminary Design approvals of restricted scope, additional

Although in the Ucensing of existing Approval and a Final Design Approval. limitations beyond the PRA aspects may
,

plants the Commission has determmed A PDA is not however, a prerequisite exist. Use of such a standard design by I

that these plants pose no undue risk to for an FDA. An appucant has the option the license applicant may be hmited by ;

pubhc health and safety, this should not ta submit FDA level information initially its very nature to a two-step bcensing |

be viewed as implying a Commisston and proceed directly with an FDA process, namely, a Construction Permit ;

review.nese options remain and an Operating License issued !
policy that safety improvements m new unchanged by this Policy Statement. separately. This would negate some oflant designs should not be actively After a PDA application is docketed, the benefits envisioned for an approved
ought. The Commission fully expects the preliminary design can be or certifled design wherein a previously

that vendors engaged in designing new referenced in a new CP application. The approved site could be matched with it
standard (or custom) plants will achieve corresponding OL spplicauon would in a one-step, combined CP/OL process.
a higher standard of severe accident than reference the approved final design The reference design must satisfy
safety performance than their pnor (FDA). Of course, an approved design each of the criteria stated in Section B.2
designs. This expectation is based oru could also be referenced in a new CP before an FDA can be issued. For

* The growing volume ofinformation opplication. forward referenceability of a new
from mdustry and goverusnent- The use of an approved standard standard design, the applicant is being

,

I

sponsored research and operating design in new CP/OL applications has afforded in this Policy Statement the
reactor experience has improved our received considerable attention under flexibility of choosing between a
knowledge of specific severe accident the Commission's legislative initiatives Preliminary Design Approval (PDA), a
vulnerabilities and oflow cost methods on single-step licensing. It should be Final Design Approval (FDA), or a
for their mitigation. Futher learnmg on noted that a two-step review process for Design Certification (DC). The design
safety vulnerabilities and innovative a standard design approval is net. In approvals (La., a PDA or FDA) would be
methods is to be expected. Itself, inconsistent with single-step issued following the completion of the

* The inherent flexibility of this licensing.To be most effective, single. staffs review and would be subject to
Policy Statement (that permits risk risk step licensing presumes the existence of challenge in individuallicensing
tradeoffs tn systems and sub-systems a previously approved design- hearings. %e Design Certification
design) encourages thereby innovative essentially an FDA:This design could would be issued by the Commission

ways of achieving an improved overall still be approved in a two-step process following a rulemaking proceeding and

systems reliability at a reasonable cost as long as both steps were completed in could not be challenged in individual'

+ Public acceptance, and hence advance of the single-step licensing hearings. cps or Of.a. based on a

investor acceptance, of nuclear application. reference design that has not been

technology is dependent on
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approved through rulemaking, shau be the request to permit the design to be be a matter of separate consideration
subject to any design changes arising referenced in new CP and OL apart from this Severe Accident Policy
from the rulemaking proceeding in applications for a fixed period of time. Statement.
accordance with the Commission's such as five years.ne amended FDA d. A New Custom Plant Construction ,

backfit policy and regulations.The will be conditioned as appropriate to Permit Application. It is the !

design certification would be inued for ensure that new CP and OL applications Commisoon's policy to encourage the |

a longer duration than a design referencing the design wiu satisfy each use of reference designs in future CP |
Iapproval. The specific requirements and of the criteria in Section B.2. The severe applications.nis does not, however.
I

procedures for obtaining design accident review must be completed pnor preclude the use of a custom design.
certifications or approvals wiu be to the issuance of the new CP or OL Custom designs shall also be reviewed
established in a forthcoming revision to (2) Cnterion B1c requires the against the enteria identified in Section
the Commission's Standardization completion of a comprehensive PRA.lf a B1 As a result of the circumstances and
Poucy Statement. comprehensive PRA cannot b* timing involved in the ongoing standard

& Approvalor Certification of completed owing the the limited scope design review processes. the
Reference Designs Previously Granted of the design, the applicant shau Commission expects that most. it not all,
on PDA. In 19a3. the NRC staff issued perform supplementary risk analyses to new CP applications incorporating a

itwo Final Design Aupmvals for the extent practicalin support of the reference design would be based on
referenca designs. These designs were approval or rulemaking process. As essentially final design information. This
permitted to be incorporated by noted above. the limited scope of plant will result in improved safety and
reference in OL applications where the design and PRA analysis would lead t regulatory practices, as well as reduced
corruponding CP application had a partialloss of benefits in that a two- time to license and construct a nuclear
referenced the PDA. However, the step CP/OL Ucensing process would be power plant.To obtain as much of this
designs were not approved for required in lieu of a one-step process, benefit as practicable for a custom
incorporation in new CP applications. (3) With regard to completion of a design application. the Commission will
ne Comminion now believes ht comprehensive PRA for a reference require a CP application for a custom
hoe designs are suitable for use in new design, the Commission recognizes that design to include design information
CP and OL applications under the a PRA would be more meaningfulifit that is sufficiently final and complete to
conditions specified below. Any were based on a substantial portion of permit completion of an adequate plant-
sign. ificant changes to these designs, the complete facility design. Therefore, specific PRA. It is possible, however,
ohr than those resulting from the if justified to the NRC staff. completion that an a plicant referencing an
severe accident review, will require the of the PRA by the FDA applicant may be approve or certified design in lieu of a
designs to be considered under the waived. If a comprehensive PRA is not custom plant would have in prospect a
provisions of Section B.3.a. Le., as new

submitted by the FDA applicant for the significantly reduced licensing fee since
FDA. a CP/OL appucant referencing the staff effort would not be required-ordesigns.

(1) Each of the two reference daign design would be required to submit a much less would be required-for a
applicants with existing FDAs must plant.s ePRA. rereview of the approved or certified

A re rence design applicant design at the CP/OL stage save for thoserequest that their FDAs be amended to previously granted an FDA can pursue detailed changes to accommodatepermit their designs to be referenced in e sam 0 unique site features or other specialnew CP and OL applications. The
,i e 9 a e in the

request must either (1) include the circumstances (e g., innovative
oninfonnation needea to satisfy each of p]e equipment designs to meet new ASME
, A w

lation of or IEEE codes, etc.)b criteria stated in Section B.2. or (ii)
be issued following the comfbe subjectC PolicyforExisting Plants[''[ns the staff's review and would a tio d

referencing the design will satisfy each f,,C ,'y cj 1. Some General Principles of Policy
a Ce

of the criteria in Section B.2. Requests in would be issued by the Commission Development

following a rulemaking proceeding and De Commission has licensed about
v lua of w the d i conforms could not be challenged in individual 90 nuclear plants and expects to process

to the Standard Review Pian (10 CFR heanngs. cps or OLs based on a applications to license approximately 30
M 8E reference design that has not been additional plants. ne Commission has

in 6 first case, & staff will amend approved through rulemaking, shall be considered at length the question of
the exisung mA upon W of the subject to any design changes arising whether generic rulemaking should be
requat to permit the design to be from the rulemaking proceeding in undertaken or addillonal regulations
nfanced in new CP and OL accordance with the Commission's should be issued at this time to require
applications until the sevees occident backfit policy and regulations.The more capability in operating plants or

' a p design certification would be issued for plants under construction to improve
d , a longer duration than a design severe accident prevention,

completed prior to the issuance of any - approval he specific requirements and consequence mitigation. or accident
new CP or OL whose applications procedums for obtaining design management that would halt or delay
reference the design. Upon the certifications or approvals will be further core degradation.
successful completion of the seven established in a forthcoming revision to ne TMI accident led to a number of
accident review, the staff will further the Commission's Standardization investigations of the adequacy of design
amend the FDA to permit the design to Policy Statement. features, operating procedures, and
be refmaced in new CP and OL c. A Reactivated Construction Permit personnel of nuclear power plants to
applications for a fixed period of time. Application. Because of the many provide assurance of no undue risk
such as five years- complex factors involved, the enteria regarding severe reactor accidents. The

In the second case, the staff will and procedures for regulatory treatment nport "NRC Action Plan Developed as e
amend the ex.isting FDA upon receipt of of reactivated Construction Permits will Result of the TMI-2 Accident"(NUREG-
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0660, May 1980) describes a rehab;lity of both AC and DC electrical source. which brings into question the
comprehensive and integrated plan supply systems; the Severe Accident Commission's conclusion that existmg
involving many actions that serve to Source Term Program; the Severe plants pose no undue nsk, then at that
increase safety when implemented by Accident Research Program: operating time the specific technicalissues
operating plants and plants under expenence and data evaluation suggesting undue vulnerabibty will*

construction. The Commission approved regardmg equipment failure. human undergo close examination and be
items for implementation and these are errors. and other sources of abnormal handled by the NRC under existing
identified in a report " Clarification of events; and scrutiny by the Office of procedures for issue resolution includmg
TMl Action Plan Requirements" Inspection and Enforcement to monitor the possibility of generic rulemaking*

[NUREG-0737. November 1980). The the quality of plant construction. where this is justifiable. However,
staff issued further entena on operation. and maintenance. The NRC's experience suggests that safety
emergency operational facilities Commission will maintain its vigilance issues discovered through operating
(NUREG-0737. Rev.1), auxiliary in these programs to offset the experience programs, quality assurance
feedwater system improvements uncertamty of whether significant safety programs or safety analyses often
(denved from NUREG-0067), and issues remain to be disclosed. Industry pertain to unique characteristics of a
instrumentation (Regulatory Guide 1.97 researth and foreign reactor expenence specific plant design and, therefore, are
Revision 2). are also meaningful sources of dealt with through plant specific

The TM1 Action Plan led to the informatmn. modifications of relatively modest cost
requirements of over 6.400 separate One important source of new rather than majorgeneric design
action items for operating reactors and information is the expenance of NRC changes.
five Near Term Operating 1.icenses. and the nuclear industry with plant. The Severe Accident Research
About 90 percent of the action items specific probabilistic risk assessments is Program as well as NRC's extensive

eccid s a cenamapproved for operating reactors are now that each of these analyses. which Q"d
.

complete and the remamder are provide a more detailed assessment of P "Rini"8
expected to be finished by the end of possible accident scenanos, has the extent to which carefully analyzed
fiscal year 1985. There were 132 exposed relatively unique vulnerabilities reference plants can appropriately serve
different types of action items approved to severe accidents. Generally, the

hs s
a es or a asa s

in the Action Plan (an average of 90 undesirable nsk from these unique , ,, , e

actions per plant). Of this total. 39 features has been reduced to an conclusions. These studies will also aid
in iden tha desirsble scope andinvolved equipment backfit items. 31 acceptable level by low cost changes in
"P oach fo foHow up safety stu&es ofinvolved procedural changes, and 62 procedures or annor design in['Vidualplants. Any generic changesrequired analyses and reports. It is modifications. Accordmgly, when NRC

fubli th and safety wifl be required
trepractical to quantify all of the safety and industry interactions on severe
improvements obtained by these many accident issues have progressed
changes. Nevertheless, the cumulative sufficiently to define the methods of h@ rulem% and wiH be .
effect is undoubtedly a significant analysis, the Commission plans to f,ns ehwith the Comnusson :improvement in safety. formulate an integrated systematic ey' *

Other information from NRC. and approach to an examination of each 2. Policy for Operating Reactors
industry.sponsore'l research along with nuclear power plant now operating or in light of the above principles andfailure data from construction and under construction for possible conclnsions, the Commission's policy foroperating experience have led to significant risk contributors (sometimes operating reactors includes thechanges in existing plants. Also, the called " outliers") that might be plant following guidance:NRC/AEC has sponsored 11 plant- specific and might be missed absent a * Operstmg nuclear power plantsspecific PRAs and the industry has systematic search. Following the require no further regulatory action tosponsored many mon. The evalustion of development of such an approach, an deal with severs accident issues unlesssevere accident risk by the interrelated analysis will be made of any plant that significant new safety information arisesdeterministic and probabilistic methods has not yet undergone an appropriate to question whether there is adequatehas identified many refinements of examination. The examination will assurance of no undus risk to publiccurrent design and operating practice include specific attention to containment health and safety.that are worthwhile, but has identified performance in striking a balance a in the latter event, a careful
no need for fundamental (or major) between accident prevention and assessment shall be made of the severechanges in design. consequence mitigation. In accident vulneraMlity posed by the

On the basis of currently available implementing such a systematic issue and whether this vulnerability is
information the Commisalon concludes approach, plans under construction that plant or site specific or of generic
that existing plants pose no undue risk have not yet received an Operating importanca,
to public health and safety and sees no 1.lcense will be treated essentially the * The most cost effective options for
present basis for immediate action on same as the manner by which operating reducing this vulnerability shall be
generic rulemaking or other regulatory reactors are dealt with. That is to say, e identified and a decision shall be
changes for these plants because of plant. specific review of severe accident reached consistent with the cost-severe accident risk. Moreover, the vulnerabilities using this approach is not effectiveness criteria of the
Commission has ongoing programs considered to be necessary to determine Commission's backfit policy as to which
(described in NUREG-1070 and issued adequate safety or compliance with option or set of options (if any) are
concurrently with this Policy Statement) NRC safety regulations under the justifiable and required to be
that include: the resolution of Atomic Energy Act, or to be a necessary implemented.
Unresolved Safety lesues and other or routine part of an Operating 1.lcanse e in those instances where the
Generic Safety issues. including a review for this class of plants. technicalissue goes beyond current
special focus on assunna the reliability Should significant new safety regulatory requirements, generic
of decay heat removal systems and the information develop, from whatever ruiemaking will be the preferred
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solution. In other cases, the issue should severe accidents.ne Commission whether mean or median value, is on the
be disposed of through the conventional believes that considerations which go order of I chance in 10.000 per reactor
practice of issuing Bulletins and Orders beyond that to the possible need for year. For most plants, only a fraction of
or Generic latters where modifications safety measures to control or mitigate the calculated severe core damage
are justified through backfit policy. or severe accidents in addition to those sequences are likely to progress to large
through plant-specific decision making required for conformance with the scale core melt. Until now, few analysts
along the lines of the Integrated Safety Commission s safety regulations or have even tried to take that fraction into
Assessment Program (ISAP) conformance with the Clanfication of separate consideration, preferring even
ces,eption.' nil Action Plan Requirements.'should to refer to the previously calculated

" Recognizing that plant-specific not be addressed in case-related safety value as the core melt frequency. Of the
PRAs have yielded valuable insight to hearings. core melt sequences typically only l in
uruque plant vulnerabilitfes to severe The Separate Remarks of Chairman 10. or less. are expected to yield large !

accidents leading to low-cost Palladino and the Dissenting Views of releases of radioactive material. On
'

modifications, licensees of each Commissioner Asselstine are attached. virtually every reactor site in the United
operating reactor will be expected to Dated at Washington. D.C this 30th day of States conditions are such that, even
perform a limited. scope accident safety July 1985. with a large release, there is only 1
analysis designed to discover instances For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. chance in to of any early fatality-and I

(i e.. outliers) of particular vulnerability 8ersual J. Chuk, so on.Thus, the wealth of risk estimates I

to core melt or to unusually poor Sectwtary of the Commission. before us indicate that the risk is quite
low.containment performance, given core- e Remarks by Galtman it is often said that one should beware Imelt accidents. These plant specific

studies will serve to verify that of too rouch trust in the point estimates
'

conclusions developed from intensive I believe the Commission is on the of probabilistic risk assessments, that
severe accident safety analyses of right course with this decision. The one should consider the uncertainties,

reference of surrogate plants can be severe accident policy statement This we do. But some then go on to
,

appued fo each of the individual presented here is based on the demand exact quantitative definitions of 1

operating plants. Durmg the next two arguments contained within it, the the uncertainty. This demand is a form
years, the Commission will formulate a additional support of more detailed of bottom line fallacy.
systematic approach. includm' g the analysis in its companion document Precise statements of uncertainty 1

development of guidehnes and NUREG-1070 the massive support of the come only with large amounts of data. )

procedural critena, with an expectation many other related works of this agency At the very low levels of risk with which
that such an approach will be and others in this field, and a logical we are dealing. the occurrence of actual

implemented by licensees of the consistency with other actions of the events is, thankfully, very rare indeed.
Commission. Thus, we cannot have exact quantitativeremaining operating reactors not yet

systematically analyzed in an in simple terms, this policy statement estimates of uncertainty. But we can and

equivalent or superior manner. says that existing plants pose no undue raust, continually, explore the sensitivity
risk to public health and safety, and that of our estimates and our decisions to the

3. Policy for Operating Ucense there is no present basis for regulatory gaps in our knowledge. We have been
Applications for Plants Currently Under changes for these plants due to severe doing that and we wdl keep at it.
Construction accident risk. This conclusion on reactor In summary, present reactors pose no

T!:= same severe accident policy safety does not lead us to dismantle our undue risk to pubhc health and safety,

guidance applies to applications for regulatory program: rather we are This policy statement acknowledges

operating licenses (OLs) as stated above maintaining a vigorous program of that and indicates a willingness to
tants along surveillance, analysis, and evaluation to permit continued operation of existing

for operating nuclear power fitem. (hisf res*8 possible causes of accidents and reactors as well as to license newwith the following additiona prevent them. In this perspective, the reactors.This policy statement has beenitem also applies to any hearing Commission has ongoing nuclear safety studied intensively for over three years.proceedings that might arise for an programs that include; unresolved safet It has been reviewed carefully andoperating reactor.) issues: severe accident, source term an endorsed by the Advisory Committee on* individuallicensing proceedings are research programs: opersting experience Reactor Safeguards. It has not beennot appropriate forums for a broad and data evaluation, and the senatiny of lightly considered nor lightly decided. I
exumnation of the Commission a plant construction, of eration and am confident that the Commission hasregulatory policies relating to maintenance. Should significant new enunciated a sound regulatory policy,evaluation, control and snitigation of safety information become available,
accidents mon severe than the design from whatever source, to question the Dissenting Views of Commissioner
basis (Class 9).The Comsaission has conclusion of no undue risk, then the Asselstine
announced a policy regarding Class 9 technical issues thus identified would be Summaryenvironmental revietvs and hearings in resolved by the NRC under its backfit ne forem et risk to the public fromits Statement of Interim Policy on polley or other existing procedures.
" Nuclear Power Plant Acx:ident The level of risk found to be the operation of nuclear reactors denves

from core meltdown weidents whichConsiderations Under the National acceptable is well documented in the
Environmental Policy Act of 19ee" (45 basic works of the agency on these can, through the release of substantial
FR 40101. June 13.1980). and expects to related subjects. The calculated quantities of radioactive materials.
continue this policy.The environmental frequency of severe core damage, result in the injury and death of a ,
issues deal essentially with the catastrophic number of people. This
estimation and desenption of the risk of policy statement, which establishes

, '
f r [2 $ Commission policies on these severeFur er es u e

'See "Intesrated Safety Assessment Pmgraro Uperstmg L.acenses." 48 f1l s5234. December 24. accident risks. represents one of the
isso, most fundamental regulatory decisionspsArv sacy n.m werca n ten
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ever made by this agency.This the technical support for that conclusion and acceptability of that nsk is
statement, together with three other based on scientifically accepted available,

related regulatory decisions, will chart pnnciples and methodology. Second. the policy statement does not
the future course of this agency and the Absent a detailed discussion of the go far enough in insisting upon
nuclear industry on nuclear safety severe accident risk posed by existing reductions in the severe accident risk of
issues for many years to come. The plants and of the reasoning and future plant designs. Such reductions are
three other decisions are the scientific basis supporting the much more readily achievable in new
Commission's decision on the Commission's conclusion on the designs for as yet unbuilt plants than for
acceptability of the severe accident nsk acceptability of that risk, that existing plants. While the Commission *:
at the two operating Indian Pomt plants. conclusion mual be viewed as nothing policy statement urges reactor designers
the development of a backfitting rule more than an unsubstantiated assertion to make safety improvements in the
incorporating a substantial safety deservmg of little weight. designs of future plants,it does nothing
threshold for the imposition of new Second. the Commission's pohey to require that improvements be made.
requirements together with heavy statement fails to provide any Third, the Commission's policy
reliance on quantitative cost / benefit explanation of the Commission's statement retains the option of
analyses, and the development of a treatment of uncertainties in evaluating authorizing the start of construction of
provisional. and ultimately a final. the nsk of severe accidents.The future plants based upon only limited
safety goal with numerical standards for absence of virtually any explanation of plant design information, including the
evaluating the acceptability of nuclear how uncertainties have been treated in limited design information which would
accident risk. Taken together, these four this policy statement further undermines be needed to support issuance of a
Commission actions will set the the validity of the Commission's broad preliminary design approval (PDA). Past
framework for deciding whether the conclusions on the acceptability of the experience with nuclear powerplant
NRC and the industry will pursue nsk posed by severe accidents. design, construction and regulation has

Third, the Commission fails to address taught us the many pitfalls of the oldexisting and future significant safety
in a clear and consistent manner the design as you-build approach. Byissues, whether further improvements in

safety will be pursued for both existmg need to prevent further severe reactor continuing to allow the start of plant
and future plants, and how such accidents. Although the Commission's construction with only limited design
decisions will be made, policy statement pays lip service to this work complete, the Commission seems

g al. It faus to include the means t
committed to rekeating the mistales ofUnfortunately, the first two of these fulfill that objective. th paswista es which have led todecisions by the Commission lead me to .

conclude that we are on the wrong , ,, ,,"mt la s u banc n
the deferral of significant design issues
until the construction and pre-operationcourse.My views opposing the probabilistic risk assessments (FRA's) stages and the need to modify workCommission s Indian Point decision as a means for resolving severe accident already in progress or completed.were set forth in considerable detail m. questions for existing plants. "Ihis Taken together, these flaws in thethe Commission's written decision (see reliance fails to recogmze present Commission's severe accident policyC1.!-45-06), and I will not rehearse those weaknesses in these assessments due to

views here. Sufnce it to say that the the limited number of PRA's available statement cast doubt upon the adequacy

Commission's unsubstantiated and thus far, the variations among the of the Commissiop's overall approach to
overly optimistic assumptions on the existing PRNs. the absence of accepted dealing with severe accident risk and
long-term acceptability of the severe guidelines on how to conduct PRA's and undermine the validity of the
accident risk posed to the public by to evaluate them in making severe Commission's sweeping judgments of
those plants have now been extended accident risk judgments, and the the acceptability of that risk for existing
by this policy statement to cover all uncertainties inherent in attempting to and future plants.
existing and future nuclear powerplants extrapolate plant specific PRA results to Discussion
in this country. In my judgment, the other plants.
Commission's action today fails to Before elaborating on the major

future Plongs infirmities of this policy statement,it isprovide even the most rudimentary
explanation of, or justification for these The Commission's policy statement is useful to explain what we know about
sweeping conclusions. As a basis for equally flawed in its treatment of severe the severe accident risks to the public.

rational decisionmaking, the accident risk for future plants. First, the g
Commission's severe accident policy policy statement promises that the
statement is a complets failure. Commission will make final decisions in Riska are commonly defined es the

the near term on the acceptability of product of the probability that an event
ggg pjg new plant designs for severe accident will occur and the consequences of the

I see at least four fundamental flaws purposes. At the same time the policy event happening. In regulating the

in the Commission's policy statement as statement acknowledges that key nuclear industry, the Commission makes

it applies to existing plants. First. while elements in evaluating the acceptabuity extensive use of a methodology called

the policy statement reaches a positive of severe accident risk--criteria for the probabilistic risk assessment (PRA). In

conclusion on the acceptability of the preparation and evaluation of PRNs, conducting a PRA the analyst calculates

severs accident risk posed by existing containment performance criteria, and the core moltdown probability and,

plants,it fails to articulate what that criteria for evaluating the risk given a particular core meltdown

nok is:it fails to identify the relevant contributions due to sabotage and scenario, the analyst then estimates the

technicalissues evaluated in assessing human performance-will not be consequences to the public.The

the acceptability of that risk:it fails to available for some time. Thus, the Commission usas the bottom line of

explain how those technical issues were Commission's approach is to agree to these PRNs in deciding whether to

considered and resolved by the make final decisions on severe accident improve reactor safety or to relax the

Commission in reaching its positive nsk for futae plants before the safety standards even though suchI

conclusion: and it falls to demonstrate technical basis for evalusting ths nature PRNs do not consider all contributors to
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core meltdown risks or quantify all of The spread in the estimated core representation of our understanchng of
the uncertainties. meltdown probabihties for a typical the issue.

A typical result of a PRA which is plant range from approximately one A serious consideration of the core
used by NRC in reaching safety chance in one thousand (10") per year meltdown risks would consider this full
decisions is the estimated core to one chance in one hundred thousand range of calculated risks and would
meltdown probability of about one in (10") per year, with a median value of address forthrightly the question of
ten thousand (or 10") per reactor year. one chance in ten thousand (10") per whether this risk is acceptable or
However this probability estimate is year, give or take a few. However there unacceptable, both for the immediate
often based on what is called the is no proof that the median of the future and over the long term. De
" median" value. It is important to calculated values reflects the actual risk Commission's consideration of severe
undentand just what the meaning of any more than do the estimates of 10" accident risks instead focuses on a
this bottom line number raally is, per year or 10" per year. median number, ignoring the actual
Because of major inadequacies in the Another typical result of PRA's is the range of of values and the uncertainties
data base, because of the vast prediction that about 1 out of 10 core inherent in usmg a median number for
complexity of nuclear plants. because a meltdowns likely will result in lethal decisionmaking.
tremendous number of assumptions radiation doses to about 1.000 people. Since the foremost risk to the public
must be made in calculating core Such consequences of core meltdown from the commercial nuclear industry
meltdown probabilities. and because accidents are attributable to degraded derives from seva accidents. edoptmg
large scale core meltdown phenomena performance of the containment. which a policy that seeks to resolve severe
are poorly understood. no one can come about in a variety of ways that accident lasues in a definitive manner is
calculation will yield a remotely are not precisely quantifiable. Because the most basic duty which can be

meaningful probability of catastrophic f these uncertainties in quantification. undertaken by the Commission in
the fraction of core meltdown accidents meeting its responsibility to decide whatconsequences. %erefore, the FRA

analyst must perform thousands of which would lead to catastrophic constitutes eccaptable risk to the public.
consequences is actually a range of The Commission claims in this poucy

Individual estimates of the core valu-a. The range could be two or three statement to have examined anmeltdown probability while randomly times greater than the above estimate; extensive range of technicalissuesvarying within chosen distribution of it could be two or three times less. relating to seven accident risks in
patterns which themselves an not Picking the minimum factor of 2 and reaching its judgment "that existing
precisely known individual component assuming there are 100 opereting plants do not pose an undue level of risk
failure probabilities, human error rates. reactore the approximate range of to the public." no Commission's policy
and theoretical models that are thought chances of a estastrphic accident statement does not, however.
to describe most of the important between now and the year 2000 would incorporate an axplanation, or for that
physical processes or engineering be anywhere between 0.2 (2 chances in matter even a description, of the most
behavior. Any one of theseindividual ten) and 0.001 (one chance in a significant issues that have been
estimates is as likely to be valid as the thousand). resolved and the manner in which they
estimate reeulting from any one of the Derefore the information before the were resolved. Nor does it include a
other thousands of calculations.Here is Cotamission indicates that there could description of the methods of analyses
a crucial, but untenable, underiyirtg be anywhere between a 20 percent used in resolving the issues or decision
assumption that all core meltdown chance and a 0.1 t chance of an criteria that were used for reaching the
sequences have been accounted for in accident at a n ear reactor in the next ultimata ludgment. It is, therefore,
the estimates. De analyst then scans all 15 years that would result in lethal impossible to discern the bases for the
of the estimates and picks the doses to about 1.000 people.De range of Commission's decision.
probability value at which half the chancas could be larger than this if on* hek
estimates are above the half are below. cons 6ders all contributors to b core
This number is called the median,11is, meltdown probability and all A paramount concern regarding the
according to the Commission, the "best uncertainties. l.dkewise the number of acceptability of the risks to the public
utimats". When calculated in this way, deaths could be larger or smaller. that must be resolved is how to reach a
however, one cannot say with any Adraittedly, there are many ways of judgment on this lasue in the face of

confidence that this median value is the going about estimating the range of enormous uncertainties which are up to

true core maltdown probability, riska. However. if there is validated 100 times the median value used by the

Nonetheless, the Co===iaa'aa quantitative information on core Commiss.on. Depending on how such
atrbitrarily chooses this usedian number meltdown risks that is better,it has not uncertainties are factored into the
to use in making its regulatory yet been demonstrated. Dus, because decision, judgments could range from

decisions.i of the many uncertainties involved in requiring substantial efforts to reduce
calculating both the probabilities and core meltdown risks to doing nothing
the consequences of core maltdowns, about them. Scientifically accepted data

.no pruem d uais mdan wename wu
stre.cy one d br ow Adywery co-samme se one number does not give a true picture and methodology are not available at

mucice sefees rds was na N>r u. tses s==use of the actual risk. A range of this time to reduce substantially those
wim thew- na Acas w th*' possibilities is a more accurate uncertainties so that, as the technical
ama umw man n=dian unnatu be end. and

Commission, it is .as ropestedly told thestaff of the NRC h
acted that noe elmedias tother thaa meae ' mandatory.. to
numane can neau in a estatamaal undernumaw somm PnA ar.airew ben bir numaiu on >
of the effeou el meestwaam is makang reactor sua. Howevw. du Commuswa has twtos consider them in any application of risk
nacident nsk eenmates. As nadicated above, the endorsed see of the ==maa value, ne Aist time assessments.
median na that point on a spectma at wh&ch half of was wbse the Comuniselos endorsed WASH-lece After being Informed DI the
ou v=Aun teu sterve and hatt tan bekrw. ne maan (Raector sateer studr)in isn and the owmod uma uncertainties in the risk utilnatn. theis the e,wees veime of the speamon of rtaka and w wu when the commautos aperoved om provmonal
also causd me upected vaana - safety coal Poucy stewawns (F(UREG. ossa Commission simply ignores them. The

coat ===4 navision 11 tn tess. Commission fails to provide any basis
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for its decision to ignore these estimates" of the core meltdown risks calculated core meltdown risks by half.
uncertainties. Absent some rational without any consideration of the effects Unless such a reduction can be
treatment of these uncertainties or a of the uncertainties. This approach can " demonstrated", the Commission will
convmcing justification for why they can lead to a decision to doing nothing to not consider requiring the change. This
be ignored, the pubbe can have little reduce core meltdown risks. Factonng is a much higher barrier to requinna
confidence in the Commission's into the decision the uncertatnties in tmprovement in reactor safety than the
conclusion that the risks to the public estimatmg the level of core meltdown policy statement would have us believe
from a severe accident at a nuclear nsks would lead to a decision to search is the Commission's policy.
powerplant are acceptable. The only for ways to reduce the dsks. However. Further, the Commission's provisional
available explanation of the NRC's given the current political climate, there safety goal is not intended to regulate on
approach to makmg decisions in the is little sympathy for backfitting existing the basis of preventing core damage
face of these significant uncertainties is plants. Thus, the Commission chooses to accidents, as implied in the above

,

given on pages 133 through 140 of rely on a faulty number which supports purported fundamental objective.
NUREG-10:'D. "NRC Pohey on Future the outcome they prefer and to ignore Rather, the safety goal assumes that the
Reactor Designs: Decisions on Severe the uncertainties, those that are known containment is an independent bulwark
Accident issues m Nuclear Power plant and quantified and those that are not capable of limiting the external release
Regulation". October 1984 About half of quantifiable. of radioactivity to modest amounts for
the pages are blank and the remainder What level of confidence does the most core meltdown accidents. Thus,
ere not much better. This discussion of Commission have in its judgment that according to the Commission, there is no
uncertainties is inadequate and fails to core meltdown accidents present no need to regulate on the basis of
provide a sufficent basis to justify the undue risks to the public? The preventmg core meltdowns. I am not as
Commission's sweeping conclusions on Commission nowhere expresses the sanguine as the Commission on the
the acceptability of the severe accident degree of confidence it seeks to ensure acceptability of core meltdown
risk- that catastrophic accidents do not accidents. Even if the containment

Another fundamentalissue requinng happen. Yet, the Commission's chief happens to retain most of the 1
resolution is the level of risk to the safety officer recently wrote:"In view of radioactive fission products in the next
public that reasonably should be found the large uncertainties surrounding severe accident, another accident equal
acceptable. Beyond making a aweeping methods of assessing severe accident to or more severe than that which
conclusion that the severe accident risk risk. the levelof assurance (or occurred at Three Mlle Island would be
at the existing plants does not pose an confidence) of no undue risk to the unacceptable to the public and the

,

!

undue risk to the public the Commission public is regarded as no less important Congress and would be disastrous for
fails to address this fundamental than the estimated level of risk itself the nuclear industry and the NRC. )question. In fact. the Commission's (emphasis in the crismal)." 1.etter from But more importantly, the

'
i

technical staff is just now embarking on HA Denton, NRR. to A.E. Scherer. Commission's belief that the
a progru of analysis that "will form Combustion Engineering. Inc.. dated containment will retain all but modest
part of the basis for a Commission December 28.1964, subject "SECY-84- amounts of radioactivity during most
judgment on the level of safety presently 370. Severe Accident Policy" core meltdowns is not yet supportable !
achieved by existing plants for severe Another problem with the based on scientifically accepted Iaccidents."'Since the Commission is Commission's policy statement is that it principles and methodology.There
just beginning this program. It cannot clearly contradicts what the simply is no actuarial expenence or
serve to justify the Commission's Commission is doing in other areas. For direct experimental data on large scale
judgment on the acceptability of the example. in this policy statement the core meltdown' phenomena or
severe accident risk. Commission states:"A fundamental containment performance

in its Indian Point decision. the objective of the Commission's severe characteristica given a core meltdown. l
Commission adopted specific point accident policy is that the Commission in the past, estimates of the quantities of
estimates of core meltdown risks for the intends to take all reasonable steps to radioactive releases to the environment
Indian Point reactors and found them to reduce the chances of occurrence of a have been based on not much more than
represent an acceptable level of risk. In severe accident involving substantial interpolations of extrapolations of j
the course of developing this policy damage to the reactor core and to approximations. it is for this reason the

j
statement the Commission expressed mitigate the consequences of such an Commission has an ongoing program. I

much interest in the bottom line results accident should one occur." However, which has cost a quarter of a billion
I

of allcompleted PRNa, whether the compare this statement with the dollars in the last few years,in an '

reported point estimates were the mean Commission's proposed backfitting attempt to bring some science to
or median. The technical staff has standard:"The Commission shall estimating the core meltdown risks.
repeatedly cautioned the Commission require the backfitt!ng of a facility only However, even in this program the data
that such bottom line numbers are not when it determines based on a being generated are from limited small
credible. What then is the basis for the systematic and documented analysis scale tests.
Commission's position that the level of * * that there is a substantialincrease Thus, a reading of this policy
severe accident risk posed by the in the overall protection of the public statement indicates that the
existing plants is acceptable 7 health and safety * * * to be derived Commission's claim that in developing

The Commission's decision-making from the back!!t and that the direct and this policy statement it has examined an
process in developing this policy indirect cost of implementation for that extensive range of issues is incorrect. It
statement is simply to rely upon " point facility are justified in view of this shows rather that the Commission either

increased protoction." (emphasis added) examined the wrong issues or gave short
% Ntmtc-itro. "NRC Pohey on Futm The Commisslon has already defined a shrift to the fundamentalissues.

anciar o.meu o.a. ou en s.vm Acc.4ent substantialincrease in protection as In failing to define accurately the level
tune na Necisar Power Plant Ragulation." October meaning a backfit that would at lea 81 of severe accident risk at the existing
1*** P' # reduce the " point estimate" of the plants and to address the need for
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on acceptable ways to perfonn cost * continue to surprise us. What actuanaladditional changes to the plants to make
. , benefit analyses. expenence we have is severely limited

this nsk acceptable for the long term. Further. guidance from the by our lack of detailed understanding of
the Commission is repeating past Commission is needed on whether to the performance of the plants. their
failures to deal effectively with the emphasize core meltdown prevention designs, their weak spots, and because
severe accident question. ne concept of measures or core meltdown mitigation of the wide vanations in the designs and
the reactor containment origmally measures. Of course,in order to develop in utility capabilities. Further, the
evolved as a vessel to contain a full sore a policy on the latter (whether for usefulness of actuarial expenence in
meltdown. But in the mid 19eo s the existing plants or future plants) one drawmg broad conclusions about
reactor designers began placing high must first identify the root causes of commercial nuclear reactors is highly
powered cores into roughly the same core meltdown risks. One must also controversial and fraught with
kind of containment.The decay heat of develop a policy on contamment uncertainties.
those higher powered cores was so high performance expectations. The Commission argues that credit
thst the containment vessel could no Unfortunately. the Commission can be taken for the improvements
longer be considered as an effective refuses forthrightly to address these implemented to address specific close
independent barrier to the release of the issues. An effective guide to regulatory calls such as the ThU accident, the
fission products evolved dunng a core decision. making on the treatment of Browns Ferry fire and 'he Rancho Seco
meltdown. At that time. the Atomic severe accident issues requires an transient. Each of these were previously
Energy Commission's Advisory understanding of what is expected by unrecognized (or at best inadequately
Committee on Reactor Safeguards way of contamment performance, of the appreciatedl accident sequences. This is
(ACRS) began urgmg the development root causes of con meltdown rizks, and also true of. for example, the
and implementation. in about two years, of the methods for performing sound Susquehanna station blackout event
of safety features to protect against a cost-benefit analyses. Yet all of these from a single failure, the Indian Point
loss of coolant accident in which the elements are missing from the vulnerability to a single failure of a
emergency core cooling system did not Commission's policy statement.ne battery, and the so-called interfacmg
work.ne AEC and the industry Commission's actual decision-making system LOCA's for boiling water

believed that sufficient data were guidance in this policy statement is reactors. None of theu latter events
available to justify with a high degree of limited to the statement that a new were identified or highlighted through

confidence the adequacy of the then, requirement might be imposed if it PRA's nor were they expected to be.
involves '' low <.ost changes in given the level of detail that typicallyexisting safety standards. Herefore, the

AEC ignored the advice of the ACRS. procedures or minor design goes into a PRA and given the subjective
modifications. nature of PRA's. Whether these latter

Over ths years, the AEC and the NRC ne Commission claims that PRA's events should be called close calls is
after it have reiterated these sweeping identify the plant specific vulnerabilities arguable but their occurrences certainly
and optimistic statements on seven that dominate the core meltdown risks. suggest a need to consider the root
accident risk. At the same time, the it is true that PRA's can identify some of causes of significant operstmg events
numerous technical flaws in the the vulnerabilities to catastrophic and the collective meaning of those
Commission's judgments have become accidents. But the Commission's events before passing judgment on the
readily apparent as more information rationale for relying upon PRA's in acceptability of the level of safety
and data regarding the level of safety of assessing core meltdown risks begs the achieved at existing power reactors.
the reacto s has become available.' questions: what of the uncertainties in Common sense also suggests completing ;

When all of the available data are PRA's? What of oversights in the such an analysis before developmg |

considered. I believe it fair to say that analysesf What of the multitude of guidelines for the de:Ign of future |
the estimated uncertainties in the risk assumptions and approximations in the reactors. Yet all of these concerns are
calculations today are as large as they PRA'st What of the residual risks once swept aside in the Commission's pobey

,

were at least ten years ego. Yet, the the specific vulnerability has been statement. '

Commission is once agam sweeping fixed? These questions are germane to ne TMI Action Plan called for a large |

aside these uncertainties in order to resolving seven accident issues. Yet number of modifications to the operstmg )
make the same unsubstantiated and they are not addressed in the plaats. In addition to those ;

over y optimistic generalizations about Commission's policy statement, modifications. the Action Plan <

the acceptability of the current level of Operational experience gives committed to a rulemaking to consider

severe accident risk which have been .additionalinsight into the level of to what extent,if at all. existing nuclear

proven wrong in the past. safety. Actuanal experience with power plants should be required to deal
reactor accidents indicates that the effectively with damaged core and core i

Neededlmprovements average core meltdown frequency is not meltdown accidents.There was to be a |

above the upper limit of the PRA resulte. demarcation between those plants (A disciplined approach to deciding Core meltdown accidents involve already operating or under construction ;whether to require core maltdown risk siton of
reduction measures ahould not only multiple failures and a pro (somewhat and the next generation of future plants. |

events that make close cal Because the Commission perceived in |
' identifiable. If the industry average of 1900 that there would be a long hiatus in |
on a dressi"8 ea es i ld the core meltdown frequency were as new plant orders, ample time existed to I
also desenbe the Commission.s policy high as to-a per reactor year one would reconsider the General Design Criteria,

expect more close calls on core the design bases, and the other |

* Dr Dand Oknnt (who has been a member of meltdowns than apoeat to have regulations in light of all that had been

[c*cMf tENn*s*mY. tit $. ccurred withm the more than 800 learned through the years of expenence'

and the
rac on .evm accideni n.h and the technical r!... reactor years of U.S. nuclear power with large power reactors, including the
in tho.e mdsmente see Dand okant.nuc/,ar experience. But such actuarial TMI accident. From this in-depth
neocw s,<,tr n the meten e/ae naru/ame inferences must be made cautiously in assessment of the strengths ando

e Unmrsity of wisconsin Press. ias1 pp. part because the operating reactors weaknesses of the large power reactor
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conditions are inside the nsetor building
designs and the approach taken by A Rational Approach to Severe
utilities toward constructing the plants. Accident Decisionmalting " ,* Cf d*"' "*nd sjYp'|negone th 's

y, ,, ., ,nd

NRC would then be m a position to What the Commission should have puts those controllms the accident into an
articulate safety prtnciples that it

,

done in its policy statement is to set expenmental mode (this happened dunng the

expected to be incorporated into designs forth precisely and in understandable first day), the uncertatnty of whether an

for future appbcations, Thus, the terms what our present estimation of the accident could result in maior relesses of

Commission in 1980 signaled there risk of severe accicfents is, whether the '*dioactivity is too high. Addmg to this the
en rm us damage to the plant, the expensive

would be a stgmficant step forward in Commission believes that risk to be and potentiaUy dangerous cleanup process
advancmg the protection of the public. acceptable or not, what specific '

The Comaussion in this policy statement technical support can be offered in dYt n$ude b'aii t hatever
takes several steps backwards. support of that judgment, and how the wone could have happened--the sectient

One backward step discussed above relevant uncertainties have been had stready gone too far to make it tolerable.

is the Commission's dectsien to accept treated.The Commission should also while throughout this entire document we

the core meltdown risks as they exist in have come to grips with a central emphasize that fundamental changes are

the current generation of plants without question in our regulatory program: that necessary to prevent accidents as senous es
ml. we must not assume that an accident of

even addresstng some of the most is, given our present state of knowledge thi* 0' gnater een unness cartnot happen
fundamentalissues. Another backward concerning severe accident naks. should
step is abandonment of the expressed we continue to pursue possible '88[,. e , d$ n'to dkend are

th a

desire for a freah look et bght water improvements in severe accident everything to prevent such accidents, we
reactor safety for future designs and the prevention and mitigation? If the must be fully prepared to minimize the
insistence on improvements in the level Commission does not believe that the potentialimpact of such an accident on
of severe accident nsks for any future present level of severe accident nsk is pubbc health and safety, should one occur tn

plants. A third backward step in this acceptable for the remaining 40 year life the future.

policy statement is the retum to the of some existing plants, then the Report of the President's Commission on
philosophy of the 1960's and 1970's that Commission should outline its program The Accident at Three Mile Island. p.15.
construction peruuts can be issued for bnnging this long-term risk within In order to reduce the severe accident
based on only partial design acceptable bounds. Only through such a risk over time to acceptable levels.1

information. process can the technical community, would have undertaken four specific
For any future reactor orders. nuclear other public policy makers and the initiatives. First, I would have required a

utilities themselves have expressed a publ.c understand and accept the detailed search for plant specific
desire for plant designs that are simpler, Commission s judgment on the severe equipment and design vulnerabilities at
safer, and more forgiving. Both the accident risk question. Unfortunately'nd each existing plant to identify and

Elect-ic Power Research Institute (EPRI)
such an analysis is nowhere to be fou conect those weaknesses which

and Edison Electne Institute IEEI) have
in the Commission s policy statement. constitutes significant contributors to

Based upon the preceding discussion, the risk of a severe accident.impressed on the Commission the need I would have reached the following .
concerted effort to improve operational

*

Second. I would have initiated afor a fresh look at light water reactor conclusion. First, the nsk to the public
technology. These utility sponsored Posed by severe accidents at the performance at the existing plants, withorganizations have also indicated that existing plants is not acceptable for the special emphasis on areas of weaknessplant construction for new plarts should full remaining operating lives of those throughout the industry (maintenancenot begin until there exists an plants. Therefore, the Commission and surveillance testing stand out asessentially complete design for the should continue to pursue cost. effective good examples) and on specific utilitiesplant. Yet none of these forward risk reduction measures for these plants. with a history of marginal performance.thinking requirements are to be found in I would apply the as low-as reasonably. The lune 9.1985 operating event at thethe Commission's policy statement. achievable I ALARA) prmciple t Davis Besse nuclear powerplant onceInstead, the Commission states that it reducing severe accident nsk, subject again demonstrated the dangerswill be satisDed with mere refinements
in the old designs and that it is willing to o ho

qa ca o ac inherent in the combination of a
, gy marginal plant design and a utility withcontmue to approve partial designs for improvements need not be pursued.1 marginal operating performance.

issuance of Construction Permits. would have simply acknowledged the Third,I would have initisted aI cannot leeve this latter point without obvious: that the public and the comprehensiva assessment of the levela sad commentary on the Commission s Congress will not tolerate, and the of safety and the existing plants have
priorites. One issue in this policy that indostry and the NRC cannot allow, achieved.The object of this effort would
commanded great interest within the another severe accident as serious as be to identify the root causes of severe
Commission was how to circumvent its the Three Mile Island accident or worse. accident risks. Mus effort would alsoregulation that requires a comparison of My views in this regard are identical to identify possible measures which offera design to the staf!'s Standard Review those expressed by the Kemeny the promise of significantly reducing

,

Plan. This eIfort was motivated by the Commission nearly six years ago: severe accident risk by overcoming the
objections of one reactor vendor, Whether in this particular case we came adverse effects of equipmentIndeed, the Commission's efiorts to use "I '' '' ' '' '' ''' Ph'C ' *"*d'"' ' "''' 'hi' breakdowns, human error, design
this policy statement as a vehicle to * * * " " ' * * * * " ' ^ "D"'' * * deficiencies and areas of present
permit the reactor vendor to circumvent
the Commission's regulations took [',a [ould not be maowed to a M are likely 2 pmist

,
i despite our best efforts to address my

precedence over any Commission The accident got sumciently out of band so first two initiatives. Indeed, as the
consideration of such fundamental that those attempting to controlit were Commission's chief safety officer noted
issues as the actuallevelof severe operating somewhat in the dark. While today

I accident risk to the public, the the causes are well understood. 8 months in a June 27,1965 memorandum to the

acceptability of that risk and potential after the accident it is still dimcult to know Executive Director for Operations:

measures to reduce that nsk.
the precise state of the core and what the
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I believe that the recent DavwBesse event ISTA) position by allowing hcensees to intended that use of the dedicated STA
illustrates that !n the real world. system and combine one of the required Senior would be an intenm measure only until
component reliabilities can degrade below Reactor Operator (SRO) positions with these longer-term goals were achies ed.
those we and the industry routinely essume the STA position into a dual-role (SRO/ These long. term imtiatives
in estimating core melt frequencies. Out STAI position. Option 2 provides that a collectively result in an improvement in
regulatory procou should require margins licensee may continue to use an NRC, the capabilities and qualifications of the
against such degradation and also to reflect approved STA program, with certain shift crew and their ability to diagnose
the uncertainties in our PRA utimates. modifications, while meeting licensed and respond to accidents. These

Finally, for future plants.1 would have operator staffing requirements. initiatives include shift staffing
explicitly required measures to improve arrtCTivs oAft: October 28.1985. Increases. training and quala. ation

program improvements, hardware
,

the margin of safety against severe PoM FURTHER INFORatATION CONTACT:
accidents in future plants and to address Clare Goodman. Office of Nuclear m difications, emphasis on human
the mistakes of the past. Such measures Reactor Regulation. U.S. Nuclear fad rs considerations, procedural
could include requirements for greater Regulatory Commission. Washington, upgrades, and development of extensise
simplicity in plant design, improved DC 20555. Telephone: 301/492-4894. emergency response orgamzations to

$hif abilities during
h c"bndi 6 -maintainability, and a requirement for surnsutNTAny NeonuAttom

essentially complete plant designs prior
to the issuance of NRC approval for the Background Draft Policy Statement
start of plant construction. Following the accident at Three Mile On July 25.1983. the Commission

I believe that these measures would Island in March 1979 a number of published in the Federal Register (48 FR
be sufficient to bnng the risk of severe studies were conducted to determine
accidents within acceptable bounds for why the accident occurred, what factors 33781) a Draft Policy Statement on

Engin p se o 3nthe remaining operating lives of the might have contributed to its severity.
,, 9 ,, n's %existing plants and for the operating and what the industry and the NRC eng neering and accident assessmentlives of any future plants. Moreover. could do to prevent the recurrence of the

'* b labl hsuch an approach would do much to same or a similar accident. Thm op ra ng te a al uclea p errestore public confidence in nuclear studies concluded, among other things,
iE* *power and in the effectiveness of the that a number of actions should be

NRC's regulatory process. It is taken to improve the ability of shift The Draft Policy Statement on
unfortunate that the Commission has operating personnel to recognize. Engmeenng Expertise on Shift offered
chosen another path. However, key diagnose, and effectiv ely deal with plant hcensees of nuclear power plants and
decisions remain to be made by the transients or other abnormal conditions. appycams for operating licenses two
Commission in adopting a final To address these recommended ptior.: for meeting the staffing
backfitting rule and a final safety goal. improvements, the NRC initiated both requirements of to CFR 50 54(mil 2) and j
Those decisions represent a final short term and long-term efforts.The the requirement in NUREG-0737. Item -

opportunity to come to grips with many short. term effort required that as of 1.A.1.1 for a Shift Techmcc! Adusor I

of the pivotalissues avoided in this January 1.1980, each nuclear power (STA). Option 2 gave them the
policy statement. In that regard. It is plant have on duty a Shift Technical opportunity to combine the licensed
encouraging that there appears to be an Advisor (STA) whose function was to Senior Operators (SRO) and Shift 4

emerging consensus within the NRC provide engineering and accident Technical Advisors'(STA) functions. j
senior technical staff and within the assessment advice to the Shift Under Option 1 licensees that did not

|
ACRS in favor of safety improvements Supervisor in the event of abnormal or want to combine the SRO and STA '

to reduce severe accident risk both for accident conditions. The STA was functions could continue with their
ex.isting and for future plants. required to have a bachelor's degree in approved STA program in accordance

engineenng or the equivalent and with the description in NUREG-.0737
specific training in plant response to "Clanfication of TMI Action plan

Nb transients and accidents. The STA Requirements."10/2e/ss
Effective 1o/28/88 requirement was identified to licensees Interested persons. applicants. and

via NUREG4578 (July 1979) ' and licensees were invited to submit written
NUREG4737 (November 1980) and was comments to the Secretary of the
later mandated byplant. specific Commission. Following consideration of

Commisalon Policy Statement on Confirmatory Orders. the comments. the Commission
Engineering Expertise on SNft Concurrently, the NRC afid Industry amended the Draft Policy Statement. as
AQeNcy: Nuclear Regulatory embarked on a longer. term effort aimed discussed in the following sections.
Commission. at upgrading staffing levels and the

Comments on the Draft Policy Statement

chatement on Enginunng [p' 3n a a7fs i p ving r ,an- A total of 34 responses were received
8

machine mterface, and increasing and evaluated.The public comments
sUMMAny:This Policy Statement capabilities for responding to related primarily to the combined SRO/
presents the policy of the Nuclear emergencies. At the time the STA STA position. The following discussion
Regulatory Commission (NRC) with requirement was imposed. it was highlights the major points raised in the
respect to ensunng that adequate comments and the resolution of those
engmeenng and accident assessment C"'" ^ U Nd#.Nunzc.une reports nd other documeni.
expertise is possessed by the ooerating refnenced in uus nonce are endable for mspection public comments and their resolution
staff at a nac! ear power plant.This of copyms for a fee in the NRC Pubhc Document was also prepared.(Copies of those
Policy Sta% ment offers licensees two Rcom. trir H Street NW. Washmston. DC. The letters and the detailed analysis of all
options for providing engineering [ L*,*,F M 'n*,h''g jc*P the public comments are available forn llWexpertise on shift and meeting licensed z r.xeo or by wntme the cPo. P.o. son 370s2. public inspection and copymg for a fee
operator staffing requirements. Wuhmetan. DC mni-70s2. They may also be at the NRC Public Document Room at

Option 1 provtdes for elimmation of mh***d from th* National Technicallnformanon 1717 H Street NW., Washington. DCl
the separate Shift Technical Advisor (,''*gN S$P',"gmat ogmuce. 52s3 P " Of the 34 letters received.18 mcluded
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